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ABSTRACT
School Systems in Communist

China

(1949-1963)
by
Ting Chih Lang, Doctor of Education
Utah State University,

1973

Major Professor:
Dr. Basil C. Hansen
Department:
Educational Administration

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to conduct historical
educational
1949-1963.

systems

of the People's

research

Republic of China during the period of

It is hoped that this study will help to clarify the Chinese Com-

munist regime's

approach to education and some of the problems

in its attempt to mold an educational
litical need and purpose.

system suitable

More specifically,

encountered

for its economic and po-

this study met the following

objectives:
1. To know the picture of the school ladder.
2.

To understand
propaganda

3.

of the

the deviation between actual practice

of Communist

To comprehend

China's education.

relationships

tional administration.

and

between Party and educa-

ix
Procedures
The basic methodology
of educational

in this study was historical.

system was traced

To accomplish

from 1949 to 1963.

the purpose of this study, the procedures

a review of literature,
and newspapers

The development

including government

and radio broadcasts,

vided knowledge of Communist

documents,

consisted

original

a collection of information

China's

of

periodicals
which pro-

education.

Findings and Conclusions
1.

The Communist

phasis on vocational
various technical

education,

displayed

schools according

enhanced the spare-time
at all levels stressed
2.

China school system was characterized
in three ways:

to different occupations.

education for cadres

abolishment
4.

they set up
Secondly, they

still at work.

Thirdly,

The Communist

China school system was a multi-track

The other characteristic
of compulsory

All

China school system was

education.
half-study

schools

in Communist

that the youth in these schools were able to finish their university
while taking part in labor activities.

to undertake

one.

It was very flexible.

of the Communist

It is no doubt, the half-work

financial problems

schools

vocational training.

students of these schools were interchangeable.
3.

First,

by an em-

Eventually,

education

those schools intended to solve

in education and use the youth by enrolling

manual labor for communes.

China,

those age 17 to 22

X

5.
estimating

Communist

authorities

opposed the principle

of

the individual ability of the students before teaching them.

6.
regular

China educational

The Red and Expert Schools were responsible

and vocational

was emphasis

education.

for offering both

On the other hand, in these schools there

on the theory of being "red" first and then expert and both "red"

and expert.
7.

The Chinese Communists

they established.
transitional
8.

had no intention to abide the school system

It could be held that theCommunist

period and a new one was expected to take its place.
The function of political

education in the eyes of the Communists

could be likened to the function of liberal
in the West.

China system was in a

However,

in Communist

education in the eyes of educators

China, the political

ends and education-

al ends were to be identical.
9.

Educational

and the children

opportunities

must be first given to the working class

of the working class in preference

to the bourgeoisie

and the

children of the bourgeoisie.
10.

In Comm~nist

was through its personnel

China, the Party's

control over educational

in charge of propaganda.

ganda organ of the Party was the highest authority

affairs

The head of the propafor the school district.

(182 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A study of an educational

system should begin with the study of the

school system which is the foundation and determines
The school system,

therefore,

is an important

ring of the educational

A school system differs from an educational
ter embraces
management

the objectives,
of education,

of the latter.

policies,

administration,

the educational

establishment,

The lat-

finance and personnel
the former

system refers

and academic

is only part

to the all inclu-

while the school system refers

of various levels and the administrative

system.

system in scope.

including the school system;

In other words,

sive educational

the outcome of education.

systems

only to schools
of the schools.

Usually the school system of a country develops into a definite shape through
many changes which are oriented
dition, political
Therefore,

to meet the requirements

and social conditions,

with the cultural

to study the school system of a country,

its development

to the elements

of changes in various

tradition

lateral

relations

of the schools.
no government

And finally,

in particular.

phases.

The knowledge
the present

situation which includes the vertical

between the schools and objectives,

tra-

one should first trace

of history of a school system is of great help to comprehend
Then, one should study the present

of the cultural

organization

and

and curricula

study the future trends of the school system,

will let its school system stay the same eternally.

system.

for

2

The study of any educational
the researcher

has available

system is difficult and hazardous

to him sufficient primary

facts of the area under consideration.

Contemporary

to regions where language problems

must be overcome

political

barriers

voted scholar,

in gaining material

be they linguists

In the United States,

documents
educational

unless

and artiresearch

in-

or where there are

have handicapped all but the most de-

or research

specialists.

the continual growth in the numher of journal

articles

and books about Soviet Russian Education during the past two decades

reflects

a greater

interest

in foreign education in general.

tent, the same may be said of Communist
neglected to describe

China, an area up to now which has

between the Chinese Communist
to describe

only a handful of scholars
ing the educational

ex-

the school system during the period of 1949 to 1963; to

indicate the relationship
tional administration;

To a lesser

Party and the educa-

the whole picture of education.

in the United States are presently

system of Communist

Looking over the educational

Furthermore,

engaged in analyz-

China.

development

in China during the past

twenty-two years some are allured by her many virtues and others are disguised by her many defects.

Numerous Western writers

and articles

China's education.

on contemporary

are outside observers,
has been apparent.

In spite of the fact that they

who are supposedly more detached,

diversity

It seems that some kind of bias is inevitable

which is now divided with divergent
their respective

have published books

ideologies.

of views

in a world

concepts of values in accordance

with

This studv, then, is designed to understancl the genuine educational
picture.

The Communist

China's educational

tion, system and problems--is
the school system--its
jor problems

half-study

organization

of education--this

school problems

described.

such as:

between the Chinese Communist

Although concerned

and institutional

organizamainly with

framework,

study gives due consideration

Spare-time

school for peasants.

entcrprise--function,

education for workers,

some ma-

to other special
half-cultivation

Special attention is given to the relationship
Party and the educational

administration.

An Overview of the Problem

In 1949 a new regime was established
regime controlled

by the Chinese Communist

on the mainland of China--a
Party controlling

over 700 mil-

lion of the Chinese people; a regime intent upon doing things with nothing of the
old order; a regime which wants to think, to speak,
and only wants the people to do what it decides.

to decided for the people

This is Communist

a problem country and a country with problems.
Adam's

research

came to the following conclusion:

Contemporary China with its vast land; mass and
huge population although perhaps no longer the fount of
learning and culture that it was in the past, still occupies
a pf votal position in Asia. A dynamic Communist government is seeking to induce such changes as are conceived
to be necessary for rapid creation of modern industrial
state. Education through the formal school system and

China--

4

throuv.;h evE'ry organized social group is designed to prepa re the people psychologically and through knowledge and
ski11 to build the new society. 1
In Communist

China today when society is undergoing a revolutionary

change of unprecedented

character,

the school cannot be an isolated institu-

tion, but is part and parcel of the whole scheme of things.
ciety and at such a time, the outward structure
ing apart from the total setting.
its problems

of the school can have no mean-

In many respects

the schools serve society,

and demands.

The educational
switches

For such a so-

scene since 1949 has been replete with sudden

from one education model to another.

education models,

There were several

different

each with its own policy, its own textbooks supplanting

each other from 1949 to 1964.
From 1949 to 1952 they were still using the Anglo-American
books, either in the original or translation
paratory

nature of middle school.

the Soviet mode] was adopted.
ized control,

and focusing on the college pre-

When that model was overthrown

tional picture throughout the entire country.
in universities

Soviet model was overthrown

in 1952,

What this meant was a high degree of central-

with the Ministry of Education in Peking controlling

science and technology

text-

Strong emphasis

and in lower schools.

the educa-

was placed on
In 1958, the

and a model adopted which was derived from

1Adams, Don, Education and Modernization
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1970), p. 117.

in Asia (PhiHppines,

5

guerilla

days.

the reverse
trol,

The gueril1a model is characterized

of the Soviet model; decentralization

which meant that major decisions

hy something

rather than centralized

of the commune.

rilla model was the combination
for all students

starting

a number of maneuvers

A final characteristic

of a substantial

of this guer-

amount of productive

school.

to reassert

his control over the educational

But starting

in the guerrilla

By early 1958 the ruling Communist

plement these ambitious

facilities.

Next the government
schools in the countryside;

in 1964, Mao began
system,

model.
the

in all fields of endeavor-In the search for means to im-

plans the regime was faced with a persistent

finding a way to finance a program

labor

regime was committed--in

"Great Leap Forward"

to a rapid expansion of educational

lem:

brigade,

in primary

and this meant a revival of those elements

context of the emerging

con-

about hiring and firing and curriculum

were made at the local level, the local level being the production
which is a subdivision

really just

of the necessary

prob-

proportions.

was faced with another problem--how
it was the other financial problem.

Pondering the immensity of their task, the authorities apparently came to the conclusion that the central
government could not afford the heavy state expenditures
that would be required to reach the desired goals. On the
basis of this fundamental conclusion, they made two important related decisions.
One was to delegate much of the
responsibility
for establishing and operating schools to the
collective bodies which form the basic units in the social
fabric of contemporary mainland China. The other was to

to expand

6

encourage the establishment of part-time (usually halftime) schools in which the students would spend about
half of their time in studying and the other half in productive labor. 2
The students devoted approximately

half of their time.

Some studied

half a day and worked half a day, some studied one day and worked another
day, while some studied and worked in alternate
activities

Understandably

fests itself in the passivity

system in Mainland China has been

this kind of transition
of many teachers

has taken a toll which mani-

who feel they do not want to be

innovative because of today's

right approach is tomorrow's

cerning the Maoist approach,

it is probably much more realistic

China's
realistic

own needs than the Ministry

of Education's

wrong one.

cerned with developing an educational
China being an agricultural

approach which was more

Mao Tse-tung

ap-

has been very con-

system that meets China's

specific

country at this state of the game with a

large population and very small funds.
ing should go

Con-

in terms of

in terms of China's own needs than the Ministry of Education's

proach which was more urban-oriented.

needs,

labor

designed to earn income which could be used to support the school.
Since 1949 the educational

changed.

weeks on productive

And certainly

the credit

for innovat-

to Mao.

In China, the administrative
structure is generally
spoken of as being three levels: the national level, the provincial government, and the Hsien ( a local administration

2 Ba~endsen,

Robert D., Half-work Half-study School in Communist
China (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, 1964), pp. 1-2.

7

unit) government, and corresponding to these three
levels respectively,
there are the Ministry of Education in the national government, the Department of Education in the provincial government and the Bureau of
Education in the Hsien government.
There are three
levels in educational administration as there are in other
major branches of administration,
such as finance, public health, security, etc. The titles of the offices and
officers are not much changed from those used in the preCommunist period, but there are a few obvious differences which may be observed.
(1) In the Nationalist regime, the Ministry of Education was charged with the contol of higher education and the Provincial Department of
Education was charged with the control of secondary education. In Communist China such functions are not so
specifically defined. (2) In the Nationalist regime there
have never been two ministries of education with a separate one for higher education.
(3) While there used to be
a division in each level of educational administration
in
charge of social education, this function is now delegated
to the ministries,
commissions and bureau of culture and
run on a much bigger basis.
(4) The personnel division in
almost the key branch of administration
in each level today. (5) Another outstanding difference is that there are
no such posts as school inspectors as there were in the
pre-Communist
regime. 3
One of the significant

problems

China is how the Chinese Communist
The Party's

affairs

The term propaganda

favor in the non-Communist
used with great respect.
er term such as "publicity"

man Press,

Party controls

control over educational

charge of propaganda.

3Tsang,

concerning

world.

education

as in the West.

in particular.

is through personnel

has carried

But in Communist

The Communists

Chiu-Sam, Society,
1965), pp. 84-85.

education in Communist

in

with it some dis-

China the term is

do not feel the need to use a mildIn the Western world, particularly

Schools and Progress

in China (Perga-

8

in the United Kingdom and the United States,
cn 1 ('nds is looked upon with eontempt.

openly admitted

that education

In Communist

the use of education

But in the Corn muni st world it is

is used as the instrument

of politics.

China, the head of the propaganda

is the highest authority

for politi-

for the schools of the area.

knows that his duty is to execute the orders

organ of the Party

The director

of his immediate

of schools

party propa-

ganda chief.

Purpose

This study was aimed at conducting historical
People's
1963.

Republic of China's

of the

system during the period of 1949-

It is hoped that this study will help to clarify the Chinese Communist

regime's
attempt

educational

research

approach

to education and some of the problems

to mold an educational

needs and purpose.

system

More specifically,

l.

To know the picture

2.

To understand

ganda of Communist

suitable

encountered

for its economic

and political

this study met the following objectives:

of the school ladder.

the deviation between actual practice

China's

in its

and propa-

education.

Procedures
The basic methodology
of educational

in this study was historical.

system was traced

from 1949 to 1963.

The development

9

Procedures
related to objective I,
to study the school system: its <ievelopment, its structure,
and its
problems
The procedures

consisted

of a review of literature,

data which provided knowledge of the Communist

China's

collecting
educational

those
system,

intending to utilize three sources:
1.

educational

Chinese Communist
information,

documents,

sifted and selected

were derived directly

for valuable

from official Chinese Com-

munist sources.
2.

Major sources

of doeumentaries

were original

periodicals

and

newspapers.
3.

Scholarly

Chinese writers

historic

and interpretive

cultural

works by leading

were used.

Procedures
related to objective 2,
to distinguish actual practice from
propaganda of Communist China's
education
This procedure

required

analyzed to produce the reliable

that pertinent
data.

information

One procedure

was sifted and

was employed for

this study:
Impartial

information

Hong Kong, Singapore,

for this study was collected

Taiwan and Japan.

directly

from

10

The study of the Chinese Communist
governed by the aforestated
Chapter

II of this thesis

school system;

Chapter

IV, the experiment
flected trends

three areas.

covered

Chapter

of the whole-day

trated

the advantages

personal

selected

of the Chinese

opinions of the writer;

school system;

in the collection

trol over the leakage of information.

schools,
Chapter

school system,

which reV, leader-

which illus-

of the school system based on the

and the last chapter

of materials

1958; Chapter

middle schools as a case study;

should be pointed out that in writing this thesis,
countered

Communist

school system after

the Chinese Communist
and disadvantages

should also be

with this study,

middle and primary

of the Chinese Communist

VI, reviewed

In conforming

development

III, Communist

ship and school administration,

school system

is the conclusion.

numerous

obstacles

It
were en-

due to the Chinese Communists'

con-

11

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMUNIST CHINA SCHOOL SYSTEM

The school system of a country,
ments of the social structure
impulse

of the time,

by the administrator.

the situation

terialism,

should not be altered

For, as a system,

to allow thorough implementation.
however,

though changing to meet the require-

it should be relatively

stable

In the case of the Chinese Communists,

is quite different.

Chinese Communists

too often or on

Basing their view on historical

ma-

observed,

The school system reflects the development of social
production and sciences.
A specific condition of social production and sciences requires a specific school system. Hence,
in the educational system of each society of every era, there is
a different school system. 1
As a result,

the Chinese Communist

ever the Communist

school system underwent

a reform when-

regime moved into a new phase.

Section 1: Initial Reform of the School System
Shortly after the Chinese Communists
they already
mon Program

had aspired

to reform the school system.

of the Chinese People's

adopted by the First

1People's

took over the Chinese mainland,.

Plenary

Political

Consultative

Session of the Conference

Daily (editorial),

Article

October 3, 1951.

states

46 of the Com-

Conference
in September

12
1949: The People's
subject matter
Despite this,

Government

shall reform the old educational

and teaching methods in a planned,
Chinese Communist

did not make a drastic

since their regime was not yet consolidated,
ience was nil--they

systematic

system,

manner.

reform at that time

and their administrative

thus did not have an adequate environment

exper-

for education-

al reform.
Obviously,

the "old educational

system"

referred

to was the educa-

tiona 1 system left by the Nationalist

Government.

early years of the reign of Emperor

Tung Chih, Ch'ing Dynasty (1862-75),

and became full-fledged

It was instituted

in 1928 when the Regulations

in the

Governing the Educa-

tion in Schools of Various Levels was published by the State Council of Communist China.

According to the regulations,

the school system was devel-

oped as shown in Figure 1.
From Figure

l we can easily see the Chinese Communist

school

system.
1.

Primary

education

a.

The kindergarten

b.

The primary

provided for pupils under six years of age.

school offered a six-year

four years was also called junior primary
senior primary

school.

ate if the local situation

The junior primary

course.

The first

school and the latter two years
school might have been separ-

so required,

2 Chen, Liu, Educational
Chung Press, 1951).

Administration

(Tiapei,

Taiwan:

Cheng

23-

Higher
education

Graduate
Normal college

22 -

schools

University

21& college

Special normal course

20-

Junior

Special

college

course

1918
17- Secondary
education
161514-

-Kindergarten

Normal

normal

school

course

-------------

Simplified
normal
school

--- -- - - ----

Senior

Senior middle schools

Junior

-----

middle schools

13-

vocational
middle
school

---------

Junior
vocational
middle
school

Continuation
school

1211-

Senior primary

109-

Center
eiementary
schools

--------

87-

Elementary
schools

school

Continuation
school

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ·- - - - - - Junior primary

school

6-

Kindergarten
,.....
w

Figure

1.

Communist

China School System in 1949

14

c.

The primary

school established

ly offering adults continuation
School.

The junior primary

courses,

Secondary
a.

course.

The normal

and offered a three-year

admitted

The two might be combined to form a six-

special normal course admitted

and offered a one-year

course;

junior middle school graduates

simplified

offered a four-year

course;

gaged in relevant

school comprised

admitted primary

and offered a two or three-

uates or those aged 15 to 22 with relatively

and

course.
junior and senior vocational

high cultural

The latter admitted

3see "Definition of Terms."

school graduates

school graduates or those already

vocations with a relatively

year course.

normal

normal course admitted junior

and offered a one-year

The vocational

The former

and simplified

senior voca-

kindergarten

normal school admitted primary

middle school graduates

one-to-three

junior and senior middle schools,

school admitted junior middle school graduates
course;

tional school graduates

schools.

school.

middle school.

b.

c.

was also called elementary

The middle school comprised

year integrated

year course;

courses

in Pao, 3 ( 1,f: ) and simultan-

education

each offering a three-year

course

was also called Center Elementary

school established

eously offering adults continuation
2.

in townships and simultaneous-

level,

en-

and offered a

(l) junior middle school grad-

high cultural

levels for a three-year

15

training

period; or (2) primary

relatively

high cultural
d.

primary

The continuation

school was provided for junior and senior

with a flexible schooling period.

Higher education
a.

Schooling duration of university

cept for medical college,
college,

or those aged 12 to 20 with

levels for a five-to six year course.

school graduates
3.

school graduates

and college was four years ex-

the duration of which was six years,

and normal

five years.
b.

Schooling duration of junior college and special course ranged

from two to three years,
plus a one-year

but that of medical junior college was three years

internship

after graduation;

that of music and art junior col-

leges which admitted junior middle school graduates

was for a five-year

per-

iod.
c.

Graduate

ates for an uncertain

school was provided for university

schooling duration.

The aforementioned

school system was practiced

land for more than ten years and turn.ed out numerous
experts.

and college gradu-

After the Chinese Communist

tered for about two years.

take-over,

In this period,

on the Chinese main-

outstanding

scholars

the system remained

preparations

and

unal-

for reform were under

way on the basis of Russianization.
The policy of Russianization
cation Conference
Minister

in 1954.

was set forth after the First Higher Edu-

At the conference,

of the Chinese Communists

Ma Hsu-lun,

Government,

the Education

announced that the

rn
educational
said,

reform

should be patterned

"we should translate

of higher learning

after that of the Soviet Union.

a great number of Soviet textlx>oks for institutes

and take them as our primary

sized that translation

leaders

realized

from that of China.

in educational

However,

considered

Ma's statement

since the orientation

the Soviet experience

was, in effect,

the Soviet Union in education.
Chinese Communists
University

created

peasants

the People's

411 The

h:. 2(3):654.

construction,
"basically

University

The two institutions

was regularization

the Chinese

useful" to them. 5
leanings toward
into practice,

and Harbin Technical
were regarded

continuation

reform,

of continuation

as an experi-

another effort besides the
of education.

regime had a pressing

a variety of short-term

cultural

of the Soviet construction

To put the "Soviet experience"

for the educational

the new Chinese Communist
the demand,

Chinese

the higher education at that time.

In preparation
Russianization

construction.

an advocacy for one-sided

in the Soviet style.

ment for reforming

Ma empha-

that the conditions of the Soviet Union differed

was the same as that of the Chinese Communist
Communists
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references.

of the textlx>oks was but one of the steps and that we

should learn from the Soviet experience
Communist

He

school,

technical

At that time,

need for cadres.

schools,

incumbent cadres

To meet

such as workers
continuation

and

school,

<;urrent Policy of Educational Construction,"
New China MonthEdited by Chinese Communist Education Materials Press, 1954.

17

staff and workers
continuation

spare-time

school,

continuation

school and peasants

were set up in various areas.

tually became the bulk of the Chinese Communist
the standard
regular

of the traditional

institutions.

of regular

i.e.

However,

education.

staff and workers
establish

system,

spare-time

was tentatively

of ordinary

graduates

schools.

of

them as schools

that senior spare-time

which equal senior primary
spare-time

of spare-time
school.

form,
school

class or those who had

middle classes

or those

They should offer all pri-

The schooling duration of the middle class

to meet the requirement

Diplomas were awarded by the Educational

had successfully

treated

by

set for two years and that of the advanced class for five years,

subject to extension or curtailment
ation.

stipulated

level of senior primary

of regular

If evaluated

school and advanced class which equal middle

school in level and admitted

mary courses

Chinese Communists

middle classes

level of primary

who had a cultural

education.

education should take a more regularized

in level and admitted graduates
a cultural

These schools even-

they did not meet the requirements

Their regulations

cultural

spare-time

completed

all major courses

of the study situ-

Departments

and passed the examinations.

The diplomas were given the same credit as those of regular
equivalent

level. 6 This stipulation,

education,

caused dramatic

6 "Directive

after students

aimed at regularizing

schools at the

the continuation

change in the school system.

on Spare-Time Education for Staff and Workers,"
gated by the Administrative
Council, 1950.

promul-

18
In 1951 the Chinese Communists
Reform of the School System,
educational
form,

system.

published the formal "Decision on

based on their experiment
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The Chinese Communist

and the Soviet

school system,

after the re-

is outlined in Figure 2.
Figure 2 clearly

depicts the reform in the Chinese Communist

school

system:
1.

Primary
a.

education

The four-year

school were cancelled
which admitted
b.

and replaced

seven-year

workers

school and the two-year

by a five-year

integrated

primary

elementary

school

olds.

The workers

mitted uneducated

junior primary

and peasants
and peasants

offered a two or three year course.

intensive elementary

school ad-

with school age unlimited.

The graduates

The school

could then be enrolled

in

middle school by examination.
c.

The spare-time

elementary

school admitted workers

sants which were not divorced from production.
not uniformly
quired courses.

specified.

School age and duration were

Diplomas were awarded after completion

The graduates

could be enrolled

and pea-

of all re-

in middle school by examin-

ation.

Decision on Reform of the School System," promulgated by the
Administrative
Council in October, 1951. The Current Policy of Educational Construction edited by Chinese Communist Education Materials Press,
p. 82.
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Graduate

Gr ade

school

l..

-18
17
16
15
14

4
3
2
1
6

5
-

12
11

10
9
8

~

-

Middle specialized
school (technical,
normal, medical,
etc.)

Senior middle school

......__

Junior

and college

Junior
college

-43
2

13

University

Workers and
peasants intensive middle
school (3-4
years)

Spare-time
senior
middle school
(3-4 years)

Spare-time
junior
middle school
(3-4 years)

middle school

1
5

......__

-4
3

Primary

Workers and
peasants intensive school
(2-3 years)

school

2

-1

7
6
5
4
3
Age

Kindergarten

School
Figure

2.

Communist

China school system

in 1951

Spare-time
elementary
school
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2.

Secondary education
a.

admitted

The middle school remained

elementary
b.

school graduates

The specialized

unchanged.

Junior middle school

or the equivalent at the age of 12.

middle school was divided into three categor-

ies as follows:
(1) The technical
junior middle school graduates
school admitted
duration

primary

school--Regular

technical

or the equivalent;

school graduates

school admitted

and the junior technical

or the equivalent with a schooling

ranging from two to four years.
(2) The normal

ior middle school graduates
three years;

school--Regular

normal school admitted jun-

or the equivalent with a schooling duration of

junior normal school admitted primary

equivalent

with a schooling duration

dergarten

normal

that of regular

school's

normal

school graduates

ranging from three to four years; and kin-

admission

and schooling duration were the same as

school.

(3) Medical and other specialized

middle school--admission

and schooling duration were the same as that of regular
The school age for the above-mentioned
ized schools was not uniformly
er level schools by examination
c.
those workers

The workers

prescribed,

and peasants

intensive

school.

three types of special-

of required

could enter highservice.

middle school admitted

who had a cultural

and had participated

technical

and the graduates

after completion

and peasant cadres

school graduates

or the

in revolutionary

level of senior primary
struggle

or productive

21

work

for a certain

number of years.

and schooling duration

Admission age ranged from 18 to 35,

from three to four years.

The graduates

could enter

higher level schools by examination.
d.

The spare-time

senior middle schools,
graduates

the former admitted spare-time

or the equivalent,

or the equivalent.

middle school was divided into junior and
elementary

and the latter admitted graduates

Admission age was not prescribed.

ranged from three to four years,

and their graduates

school

of the former

Schooling duration
could enter higher level

schools by examination.
3. Higher education
a.

The university

school or the equivalent,

and college admitted graduates

with no admission

age prescribed.

of senior middle
Their schooling

duration ranged from three to five years.
b.

The junior college and specialized

of senior middle school or the equivalent,

course admitted graduates

with no admission

age prescribed,

The schooling duration of the former ranged from two to three years,
that of the latter
c.

and

from one to two years.

The graduate

or the equivalent.

school admitted graduates

of university

or college,

Schooling duration was two years or longer.

In comparing

the old and the reformed

school systems,

one finds the

following differences:
1.

For primary

and that of the reformed

education,
system,

the school age of the old system was six
seven; the old system was diviaed into four-

22

year junior class and two-year
a five-year

and the reformed

system adopted

intcp;rated school.

2.
changed.

senior class,

For secondary
However,

education,

the vocational

in name and classification.
school were imported
3.

regular

middle schools remained un-

schools of the two systems

Both the middle specialized

were different

school and technical

from the Soviet Union.

For higher education,

schooling duration of the reformed

system

varied with the type of school.
4.

For secondary

continuation
however,

and primary

schools offering supplemental

the continuation

time education

system.

As mentioned earlier,

sive schools were created
Generally

higher inter preparatory
lower stratum
system--all

system,

and included in the spare-

The spare-time

the school system could be classified

school,

of the middle stratum

middle school and college,

schools and continuation

regardless

and inten-

school,

into three
of society or

and that of the

schools;

of family background,

sex, receive the same type of education; primary
college were connected;

In the reformed

this reform began in 1950 and

system in 1951.

system--children

enter primary

children,

system had

after the reform.

speaking,

l) double-track

the original

training.

schools were regularized

included in the formal educational

types:

educations,

2) monorail

financial .condition or
middle school and

and all talented young men had equal opportunity

higher education; and 3) multiple-track
schools of different natures

system--like

the one in Germany,

were provided within the secondary

education

for

system to. meet the requirements
countries

practice

of different young men.

the double-track

adopt the monorail

system.

system,

reformed

The Chinese Communists

continuation

school for uneducated

regular

primary

school as primary

and the spare-time
education.

youths, adult workers
education,

lar,

middle,

university.

specialized,

school was

graduates

of the multiple-track

system.

in revolution

workers

cultural

continuation

factories,

and productive

farms or worker-peasant

schools. 9 This showed that the workers

8New China Monthly, .2£· cit.

On the
and

and peasant

period of time. 8 They also should be recommended

armed forces units,

of regu-

stipulated that students of workers

who had participated

zations,

9 Ibid.

to

schools all may enter the

middle schools must be outstanding

cadres and workers
for a certain

and peasants

and incumbent cadres

In other words,

intensive and spare-time

This is the characteristic

intensive

class and the

of the same level must have the same

for pursuing higher studies.

other hand, the Chinese Communists
peasants

but double-track

while the technical

peasants

school

middle school for the regular middle school as secondary

This provided that graduates

qualifications

on the surface,

equalized the training

set up as an intensive course for workers,

school

and the Chinese Communist

in 1951 was multiple-track

in essence.

few

and most modern countries

It should be pointed out that the original

system in China belonged to the monorail,
system

Nowadays,

labor

by organicadres

and peasants

24

intensive

school was not for all people.

schools of this type were better treated
schools,

It should be noted that graduates
than those of other types of middle

and that they could enter a university

education provided for the privileged
double-track

of

or college directly.

This

class had the characteristics

of the

system.

Section 2: More Reform and Experimentation
The new system of education promulgated
authorities
reform

in 1951 was found undesirable

in many ways.

Therefore,

another

was deemed necessary.
The first problem was the "five-year

tem."

by the Chinese Communist

Before the 1951 reform,

integrated

Chinese Communists

primary

school sys-

maintained

that the old

system of dividing the primary

phase of education into junior and senior

grades was not good, because,

as they put it, the old two-part

cycle virtually

gave the children of the peasantry

six-year

only four years'

while those of the rich people in towns could receive

six years'

education,

education.

This method should not be continued in new China.

Every Chinese should,

without exception,

education;

receive a complete fundamental

be divided into several
Maoists.

parts. lO These were the explanations

Before making the final decision to eliminate

year system,
experiment
10

the Communists
with the five-year

.
Ibid.,

September

selected

six primary

integrated

1952, p. 170.

it should never
given by the

the two-part

six-

schools in Peiping to

school system.

Satisfied with the

25

results,

they formally

Conference

introduced the reform in 1951.

of Secondary and Primary

the realization,

Schools in 1951 resolved to strive for

in the main, of the five-year

integrated

schools throughout the country within five years.
1954, the Ministry of Education ordered
year integrated
primary
Why?

of these schools may be attributed
China, the Chinese Communists
cadres

to help it exercise

ganizations.

schools for workers

"masterpiece"

in education.

and

The origin

to the fact that, after control of mainland
Party needed a large number of qualified
in party,

government,

and military

or-

Most of the old cadres with little or no formal training could not

although ordered

and the original

staff members

to remain in their jobs, were not considered

there was an urgent need for the cultivation

liable cadres
However,

of the five-

and equipment.

and secondary

dictatorship

provide the needed leadership,

sequently,

suspension

of junior and senior grades.

Because of a lack of qualified teachers

another Chinese Communist

in December

of the old system which divided

education into two parts consisting

peasants,

system of primary

However,

temporary

system and the restoration

Next came intensive primary

The Administrative

of various organs,
trustworthy.

of capable and more re-

to be the backbone of the rule of the newly established

regime.

the training of such cadres could not be provided by ordinary

because the regular

educational

system had too many restrictions,

the schooling period which was regarded

by creating

a short-term

schools

particularly

as too long to meet the urgent need.

In view of this fact, the Chinese Communists
the Russians

Con-

decided to initiate the practice

of

system of education under which all those

2G
considered

as faithful Communist

cadres

dary schooling within seven years,
This is the result of education
those faithful cadres
average

low.

ing majority

serving politics.

However,

trained by short-term

Because of the heavy academic

it turned out that

of the Maoists.

The

schools at various levels was
requirements,

an overwhelm-

of the students could not shoulder the burden both intellectually

and physically.

Some of them even chose to reject the blessing

and dropped out of school.

Such a development

ties to admit that the impartation
peasant cadres,

if administered

of cultural

"it is impossible

and scientific

11

tion instructed

Hence,

took steps to readjust

secondary

schools at various
a significant

students and

levels.

educational

innovation

the period of schooling for the institu-

was changed repeatedly.

11Ib1·d., 19 55 , p. 211.

Ministry of Educa-

schools to stop enrolling

represented
Besides,

and cadres

long period of time for educational

and merge intensive

of the Chinese Communists.

Moreover,

workers

in July 1955 the Chinese Communist

The above two reforms

tions of higher learning

knowledge to worker-

objectives.

of outstanding

posts for a rather

the intensive

authori-

by an intensive method instead of being under-

to have large numbers

leave their production

of the Party

forced the Communist

taken step by step, could not attain the anticipated

purposes."

and secon-

while it took others twelve years to do so.

did not live up to the expectations

quality of cadres

extremely

could complete primary

According to the regulations
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of the Chinese Communists,
to five yell rs.

Acttmlly,

higher learning

colleg-e education shoukl,

even after the regulations

generally

took effect,

continued to adopt a four-year

ber 1955, the period of schooling of 27 institutions
changed from four years to five years,
ticed a six-year
Prior

to 1958 the educational
irregular

efforts were made to regularize

institutions

program.

of

In Septem-

of higher learning was

while a few engineering

schools prac-

and secondary

reform of the Chinese Communist
education.

spare-time

levels and formally

education which has been discussed.
primary

last three

system.

had aimed at regularizing

primary

in principle,

For example,

and supplementary

regime

beginning in 1950
education at

include them in the new system of

Before 1955 this measure

affected only

and middle schools such as indicated by the fact that the "Decision

on Reform of the School System, 1112promulgated
only primary
Communists

and secondary

schools.

1951 covered

In other words,

the Chinese

did not think that higher education could also be administered

through spare-time
many requests

spare-time

in December

programs.

had been received

and evening universities

sources

disclosed

that before 1955

urging the opening of correspondence

and asserted

comply with these requests
out, due to the difficulties

Communist

schools

that efforts should have been made to

from the masses.
in sponsoring

However,

higher spare-time

12 "D ec1s10n
• • on R eiorm
e
... , " p. 82 .

the sources

pointed

schools and a lack

28
of conditions
accordingly

to overcome

such difficulties,

took an indifferent

from the masses,

attitude toward these requests

in the publication

how many cadres

needed on-,the-job training.
enterprise

hoped to receive higher spare-time

cent of them had had such training.
Committee

issued the "Directive

the Ministry

Concerning

from Primary

workers

education

the Vigorous Development

educational

objectives,

teaching methods,

13Jen Ming Chao Yu, February

night schools appeared
ties on an experimental
program of the central
15

the Central

of Regular Spareof 1955

Ministry of Education and the Federation

Decisions

14 spare-time

and that only 3. 7 per-

Party (CCP) and the State Council

and workers,

sion requirements,

showed

and middle school

14

of Trade Unions held a joint meeting on the spare-time

those concerning

Statistics

to College Levels. 1115 In December

of Higher Education,

staff members

Schools and

On the basis of this survey,

of the Chinese Communist

Time Education

of a news item in Kwang

28, 1953, entitled "Correspondence

that about 400,000 employed cadres,
teachers

authorities

Will Not Be Sponsored. 1113 In 1955 a survey was made

Evening Universities
to ascertain

bureaucratic

thus resulting

Ming Daily on September

the Communist

educational

made by the conference
school system,

included

curriculum,

faculty and facilities,

work for

admis-

funds and

1956, p. 7.

higher institutions such as correspondence
schools and
as early as 1950; however, sponsored by local authoribasis, they were not considered part of the educational
government.

.
Jen Mmg Chao Yu, February

1956, p. 7.
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leadership

organs.

It was at this time that spare-time

education from pri-

mary to college levels began to be systematized.
By 1956-57 people in the educational
ready begun to criticize
example,
medical

cal students

from five to six years.

did in six years,

Medicine"

ing resulted

and ''History

To learn from the Russians,

in addition to the study of such courses
of the Chinese Revolution."

Communist

a combination

What did that mean?
and five years,

To solve this problem,

of the systems

the Chinese

it was suggested that there be

of four and five years or of four and six years.

In the case of the combination

some of them might study one more year as required
period,

in mainland

confronting

of the systems

all students would complete a basic four-year

During the four-year

Since overload-

a longer training period was needed; but,

Such was the major contradiction

authorities.

as

the school system had to be re-

this did not meet the urgent need for more qualified cadres
China at that time.

medi-

to learn in five years what

in the lower quality of graduates,

vised. 16 To have good students,

for

to extend the schooling period of

in mainland China were required

Soviet students
"Chinese

As to higher education,

the school system.

many believed it was necessary
colleges

circle in mainland China had al-

of four

program

while

by their prospective

students would concentrate

jobs.

their time on the

study of theory and basic knowledge while taking only two or three courses

16Kwang Ming Daily, August 5, 1956 and May 7 and 9, 1957.

on
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basic professional
17

fifth year.
tern.

skills.

More srecialized

The combination

llnclcr this proposal,

would be offered in the

of four and six years followed the same pat-

even students of technical

have to complete a four-year
no specializations).

courses

program

institutes

would first

(with division of specialties

but with

Eighty percent of these students would be allowed to take

jobs after four years of study while only 20 percent would remain to study one
or two more years to complete the requirements
content of study should comprise
knowledge,

and training

the students.

18

theories

in scientific

However,

for graduation.

of a higher level,

research

these suggestions

The major

professional

in order to raise the quality of
were not accepted by the Com-

munist authorities.
Just like the general public,

some Communist officials

in charge of

education were showing suspicion about the new school system.
issuance

of the "Directive

Concerning

the Thorough Practice

National Building and in Running Schools,"
December

1956, criticism

which had been enforced
to regularize
tion.

began to surface
for several

years.

all kinds of schools interfered

Following the

of Economy in

by the Ministry of Education in
regarding

educational

It was charged that the effort
with the popularization

The reason for the opposition was that popularization

O 19 57.

18 1bid.,

3, 1957.

February

of educa-

of education re-

quired a large amount of money, and since the Chinese Communist
17 Ib1"d., J anuaryl,

measures

government
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could not afford such an expenditure,

it had no choice but to urge "practicing

economy in national building and in running schools."

Hence,

opposed "taking care of everything"

and called for the full

development
proposed

of the initiative

by the government

spirit of the masses.

the "Draft for the People's

Economic

Fifth Session of the First National People's
under the principle

of combining

system would be further

meet the need of the upsurge
half-study

and half-work

Program

Congress

1957 Po I-po

for 1958) to the

in which he said that
the educational

and the quality of work raised

of socialism.

background

ing increased;

schools promoted

in order to

He also pointed out that in 1958 a

system would be implemented;

dents of a worker-peasant
spare-time

In February

mental and physical labor,

reformed

some officials

the number of stu-

enrolled by institutions

of higher learn-

in a big way; and the practice

of

running schools by the masses

continued.

reform

In May 1958 the Second Session of the Eighth

in the school system.

Congress

of CCP adopted the "General

should serve proletarian

politics

The Chinese Communist
summarized

other.

the existing

regular

labor.

within twenty years.

system on the one hand,

and secondary

hoped to have a set of satisfactory

system had been smashed

under which education

reform of the school system after 1958 may be

with a new system at primary

The Maoists

institutionalized

Line of Socialism"

and should be combined with productive

in this way: to destroy

and to experiment

This was an indication of another

levels on the

educational

measures

Due to the fact that the original

regular

and while the new one had not yet been established,
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education

in Ma inland China at that stage was in a state of chaos.

why it is difficult
that moment.

to study the school system of the Chinese

This is

Communists

at

33

CHAPTER III
THE COMMUNIST CHINA SCHOOL SYSTEMS (1958-1963)

In studying the Chinese
sary to divide the narrative
and the other,

Communist

school system,

into two parts:

the organizations

actually

it is deemed neces-

one is the school system
being adopted by schools

itself

at various

levels.
The problem

at hand is this:

school system underwent
formation
situation

ever made

makes a systematic

adopted by schools

for detailed

The study of the Chinese

divided into four stages,
stages.

The only sensible

approach

actually

localities

outline of the overall

being

for a consolisystem.

School System

Communist
relations

Communists'

in-

This deplorable

about the organizations

dated study which will provide a general

the study of lineal and laterial

scrutinization.

levels and in different

Section I.

Communist

changes with no complete

study very difficult.

information

at various

In the Chinese

1958, the Chinese

so many complicated

available

one can take is to collect

after

school system

after

1958 is also

among schools at various

school system

namely kindergarten,

levels.

after 1958, education

primary,

Schools were also divided into three categories:

secondary
first,

was

and higher

whole-day
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schools;

second,

of various

half-work

types.

half-study

The half-work

schools;

half-study

schools

1958 while the whole-day

and spare-time

during the same period.

The aforementioned

scribed

spare-time

schools

came into existence

schools underwent
categories

partial

in

reform

were used as de-

in the following explanations:
Changes

1.

in the kindergarten

The institution
kindergarten.
olds.

and third,

which conducted

Previously,

of three.

In other areas

For instance,

the Tientsin

Municipal

system.

small children's

kindergartens

After 1958, some areas

kindergartens.

schools

education

took in only three to seven year

experimented

on combining

kindergartens

received

the children
Twentieth

the age of three who had just left

was the

nurseries

children

in the junior classes

with

below the age

or kindergarten

Middle School were all small children
.

their parents'

1

care.

in
under

This is one of the

examples.
2.

Changes

Primary
and adults.
whole-day

in the primary

education

In the past,
regular

so designated
simplified

provided

schools

1People's

included schools
schools providing

primary

schools were established.

school system.
for children
primary

education

schools without exception.
Since then,

the children

the whole-day

with complete

taught only the major courses

Daily, October 24, 1961.

as well as for youth
to children

were

After 1958, simplified
regular

primary

basic education,
of the former.

schools

while

For teaching

youth and adults

deprived

workC'rs :incl peasants
schools

and literacy

ers and peasants
primary

a.

intensive
schools

intensive

education

but productive

of childhood schooling,

Whole-day

which consisted
school.

into an integrated

seven to thirteen

years.

cultural

A five-year

After successful

of a four-year

The

knowledge

integrated

completion,

system

majority

but again combined

primary

and a two-year
of primary

its junior and senior

one, while a few still used the five-year

age was still seven,

grad-

But this

4-and-2

junior primary

After 1958, an overwhelming

schools

Enrollment

olds.

school.

as of 1954 by the reinstated

adopted this six-year

2

The work-

was then nullified.

to middle schools or their equivalent.

schools

system.

elementary

to enroll seven-year

primary

school system

courses).

school

type of school was replaced

senior

and literacy

elementary

as well.

uates could gain admission

school system

spare-time

for the youth and adults not only provided

Primary

school created

schools,

(winter classes
elementary

techniques

(l)

elementary

there had been in the past

with some schools

integrated

setting it as

3

2 People' s Daily, December 4, 1961, quotes: "The Fen P' in Primary
School, Lu Si district,
Yunnan ... has included arithmetic
(and abacus manipulation), Mandarin conversation,
music physical training, and drawing in the
curriculums
for 1st to 5th grades."
This is one of the examples of the fiveyear integrated system.
3 Broadcast from the Shangai People's Broadcasting
Station on July
10, 1962 reported that the admission age of the Shanghai City Primary School
was set at seven and thirteen year olds were eligible for enrollment into primary and middle schools respectively.
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(2) Simplified

primary

school.

Most of them were sponsored

by loca 1 agencies.

Its main purpose was to educate drop-outs

whole-day

school or children

regular

These schools
was larger.
.

established

were of smaller
Graduates

elementary

promulgated

and will be so called hereafter)
schools

enrolled

workers,

them with education

all required

could be enrolled
taking entrance

courses,

examinations.
(2) Uteracy

of schooling

4

required

school.

The original

government

that the spare-time

to that of the primary

(this
in 1951

elementary

school.

and provided

Duration

of school-

When the student had successfully

he was considered

graduated.

middle schools or other
The said regulation

school (winter courses

Graduates

middle schools by

was not changed since.
and literacy

of this type of schooling was to eliminate

was not rigidly

system

and other youth and adults;

for the time being.

in spa re-time

The main purpose

school if they met the

by the Chinese Communist

peasants,

equivalent

ing was not specified
completed

between students

school for youth and adults.

Spare-time

means the system

size and the age difference

could get into the next higher

Elementary
(l)

stopping school for one reason or another.

4

standards.
b.

from the

courses).

illiteracy.

Duration

fixed.

Chinese Communist Affairs Monthly, April 20, 1962, p. 91, reported
that only the Canton province had set the schooling duration of simplified primary schools as six years and the admission age as seven to twelve years.
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3.

Changes

in the sec.:onda ry school system.

Middle schools of various
secondary
i.e.

education.

regular

category

and-Expert,

whole-day

specialized,

spare-time

middle schools

specialized,

schools.

whole-day

half-study

specialized

mainly general

knowledge;

various

specialty

education

as the

demands.
a.

Middle schools
(1) Whole-day middle school.

that the duration

of a whole-day

up independently.

Curriculums

ner and with consideration

equivalent

qualifications.

was twelve.

Graduates

primary

examinations.

junior middle school graduates
Standard

enrollment

or students

could be set

in an integrated

man-

The pri-

or students

possessing

Standard age for enrollment
in senior

dictated

of each stage.

school graduates

ized middle school by taking entrance

qualifications.

and each department

requirements

could be admitted

system

The school was to be

for both were arranged

to specific

mary school accommodated

The original

school was six years.

divided into senior and junior departments,

admitted

half-study

it also encompassed

and half-work

middle schools conducted

(including the Red-

and half-work

The middle schools provided

and specialized

the

Included in the middle school

and TV schools),

middle school category,

middle schools.

situation

middle schools.
and spare-time

Broadcasting,

In the specialized

to administrate

After 1958, there were two types of middle schools,

and specialized

were,

types were estahlished

in junior middle school

middle school or specialThe senior

middle school

possessing

equivalent

age was fifteen to sixteen.

Graduates

could enter schools at higher levels hy taking entrance
uates

from junior and senior

ing, there were no important
standards

the summer

for enrollment

enrollment

changes

of the government.

to the aforementioned

and "no limits"

province

stipulated

year and a day."

that applicants'
Junior

1zed and remote

areas.

ment age for junior

in

age as thirteen

for senior

middle
Shansi

ages should be computed on the basis of "a

middle schools would only admit sixteen year olds
middle schools admitted

But the age limit could be further

.

How-

For instance,

5 At the same time,

for the newly graduated.

speak-

stipulations.

of 1962, Shanghai City set the standard

or younger while senior
er.

Generally

age did vary in some areas.

to fifteen for junior middle school and sixteen to eighteen
school,

Grad-

middle schools who did not apply for higher edu-

cation should get jobs under the direction

ever,

examinations.

6

nineteen

broadened

for students

Based on these cases,

middle school was thirteen

years

olds or young-

from less civil-

it was deduced that the enrollto sixteen and that for senior

middle school was sixteen to nineteen.
(2) Spare-time
that the spare-time
partments

middle schools.

system

required

middle school should be divided into junior and senior de-

each with a duration

of three or four years

independently.

They could admit graduates

and spare-time

junior middle schools

5

The original

and could be established

from spare-time

respectively

elementary

as well as applicants

schools
with

See footnote 3, this chapter.

6Broadcast

from Shansi People's

Broadcasting

Station,

July 7, 1962.
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equivalent

educational

backgrounds,

equivalent

to that of regular

who received

junior and senior middle schools.

age limits were not uniformly

established.

middle schools could be admitted
time senior

middle schools,

examination.

Graduates

could be admitted

and the trades

or equivalent

from spare-time

spare-

middle schools by

spare-time

senior

the original

middle schools
After 1958, the

stipulations:
types of schools

requirements.

There

junior middle schools and senior middle schools with a duraIn most cases,

durations

of schooling were

than before.
b.

ately established
3.

Some spare-time
while others

The half-work

junior middle schools.

junior and senior middle schools were separwere integrated.

half-study

1958 which also consisted

Prerequisites

These requirements
b.

middle school was a new type created

of a junior and a senior department.

tions of schooling were comparatively
schools.

junior

specialized

to meet their specific

tion of two or three or four years.
shorter

Enrollment

senior middle schools,

were modified for different

they taught in order

education

from spare-time

into higher level schools by examination.

Schools durations

were spare-time

Graduates

into regular

following changes were made regarding
a.

the spare-time

Specialized

for enrollment
shorter

were determined

middle schools.

But most were

were not strict

than that of whole-day
by the sponsoring

after

and duramiddle

agencies.
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(1) Whole-day specialized
categories,

namely,

munication,

and transportation

other specialized

schools
etc.),

(including industry,

normal

system

stipulated

agriculture,

medical

that the technical,

com-

schools,

medical,

qualifications.

Enrollment

It would admit primary

school had a duration

school graduates

from junior technical

productive

organizations.

with equivalent
established.

On the

with equivalent

standards

schools and technical

for enrollment

schools

graduates

or various

allowed to open short-term
In 1954, provisions

should serve in

could be enrolled

higher schools.

technical

training

in technical

All technical

courses

or technical

schools,

schools were
continuation

were made which read:

Duration of schooling for specialized middle schools
of industrial nature will be three to four years, and that for
middle schools of agriculture,
forestry,
medical, and other
types will be three years.
For middle schools of planned
7
economy, accounting will be two and one half to three years.

7 People's

age.

After serving a fixed period and by taking entrance

these former

senior middle schools,

and

of two to four years.

and applicants

Also, there were no prescribed

Graduates

examinations,

and applicants

age limits were not uniformly

other hand, the junior technical

qualifications.

and

and other

middle schools should have a duration of two to four years;

would enroll junior middle school graduates

classes.

schools,

They were of three

middle schools.

The original
specialized

technical

middle schools.

Education,

November

1954.
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After 1958, some schools

prolonged

specialized

middle school of the First

its duration

to four years

trary,

some schools

tural Machinery
its duration
one-half

their durations.

Mechanic Industry

from the original

shortened

On the con-

An example was the Agricul-

Kansu Province.

than the original~

maintained

According

the original

to the original

a duration

of three years.

graduates

and applicants

age was established
was originally
school graduates
was established

This school reduced

system,

normal middle schools

possessing

equivalent

and students

should have

normal

normal

In addition,

classes

8Kwang Ming Daily,

of training

and enrollment

May 5, 1959.

April 24, 1959.

with a duration
and applicants

they could open advanced

for the purpose

Schooling duration

No standard

age

and junior normal

of junior middle school graduates

qualifications.

schools

should admit primary

qualifications.

Both regular

. No standard

for junior normal

These schools

with equivalent

for enrollment.

qualifications

School duration

set as three to four years.

school teachers

cases.

They were supposed to enroll junior middle school

for enrollment.

year for the admission

9 Ibid.,

But these were individual

system without changes.

schools were allowed to open simplified

teachers.

8

extended

to one and one half to two years which was about one to one and

The majority

primary

the

Department

three since 1958.

their duration.

School in Li County,

year shorter

equivalent

For instance,

classes

incumbent primary

prerequisites

or one
with
for
school

for kindergarten
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normal

school were the same as for regular

normal and junior normal
courses.

Graduates

from regular

normal,

schools should serve in primary

tively.

After serving the required

former

graduates

normal

colleges,

which were shortened

months.

courses

could be graduated

shortened

assigned
Chinese

normal

as the situations

required.

classes

reduced their duration
students majoring

after one and one-half

normal

after two and one-half

Communists

school.

only recognized

Graduates
lO In such

a mission

These facts clearly

practical

to one and

literacy

years.

middle school was performing

to the advanced normal

Some

years while those major-

as senior or junior middle school teachers.

the regular

schools,

their duration to two and one-half

In these types of classes

ing in science could be graduated

examinations,

also were not greatly changed except for

months while some junior normal
one-half

respec-

or other schools at higher levels.

schooling durations

normal classes

to regular

normal

and kindergarten

term and by taking entrance

stipulations,

could be assigned

Both regular

schools and kindergartens

The aforementioned

cases,

junior normal,

could advance respectively

senior middle schools,

school.

schools were allowed to open kindergarten

normal

simplified

normal

usually

indicate that the

demands and did what they

needed.
(2) Spare-time
tem for spare-time

lOibid.,

specialized

July 26, 1959.

specialized

middle schools.

The school sys-

middle schools were the same as that for
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whole-day

specialized

curriculums.

middle schools except for schooling

The Chinese Communists

ing duration

of spare-time

specialized

years longer than that of regular
11

category.

Also, the overall

spare-time

higher,

secondary,

secondary

two-stage

system

and six-year

bined specialized
dated units.

counterpart.

in this type of school

But it has been shortened

school system has been modified.
two-stage

duration

system,

and primary
with a four-year

education

This is the so-called

integrated

schools

consolidated

the

into a higher-and

and a six-year

and specialized

of education.

While most

some areas

for the secondary.

junior colleges

that the school-

middle schools of a similar

since 1958 for the purpose of diffusion

the original

and

should be one or two

It is thus evident that schooling duration

as much as possible

higher,

stipulated

middle schools

specialized

was longer than that in its whole-day

still retained

originally

durations

duration

for the

12 Other areas

even com-

middle

into consoli-

system

schools

for specialized

higher

middle schools.

This

.
13
and middle schools.
(3) Half-work

half-study

specialized

type of school was also divided into junior and senior
year schooling duration

11 see "Definition
12 People's

for each.

stages with one-to-five

They could be established

independently

of Terms."

Daily, July 27, 1960.

1311school System of the Spare-Time Specialized Senior Middle School
at the Shanghai Tool Plant," People's Daily, January 15, 1960.
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and enroll graduates

from primary

regular

middle schools as well as eligibles
there was no limitation
One special
considerable
participate

works.

Changes

must possess

in most cases,

could

Also they were allowed to enter the next

in the higher education

schools were responsible

school system

promulgated

ment in 1951 only included universities
specialized

Usually,

were not strict.

students

students,

junior

14

Various
The original

half-study

After graduation,

in local productive

qualifications.

age; and prerequisites

was that half-work

labor power.

higher school.
4.

with equivalent

on enrollment

requirement

junior middle and technical

courses,

and graduate

school system.
for the conduct of higher education.

by the Chinese
and colleges,

schools.

Communists

Govern-

junior colleges

They were whole-day

and

schools

14 The first half-work half-study school appeared in the Chinese Communist area in the agricultural
middle school established
in Kiansu province
on March 17, 1958. On March 24, 1958, the Chinese Communists convened
the 4th National Educational Administration
Conference and thus decided to
extensively conduct agriculture
middle schools and various types of vocational
middle schools.
After that, half-work half-study specialized middle schools
mushroomed all over the country.
These schools were of many types.
The
following three were the most typical:
a. Agricultural
middle schools--they
were the counterparts
of vocational junior middle schools.
Schooling duration was set at five years, in
general, but could be reduced to one, two, or three years.
Eligible applicants were limited to primary school graduates who had not been able to receive the next higher level of education and were engaged in agricultural
labor,
and were between the ages of thirteen and seventeen.
In addition, some areas
also conducted agricultural
senior middle schools.
But this system was not
widely adopted.
Graduates could be admitted into the next higher school.
b. Half-work half-study stock-breeding
and veterinary
schools--using
the stock-breeding
and veterinary school of Chow Yuan district,
Amur as an
example.
This school had short-term
and long-term courses.
The shortterm course enrolled technicians from communes and production teams to
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without exception.
spare-time

In 1955, the Chinese Communist

higher education

a foothold in the overall

program

As a result,

for higher education as of 1958.
half-work

half-study

schools.

started

the

on a very large scale which established

school system.

were added to this category.

government

In 1958, half-work half-study

schools

there were three kinds of schools

They were whole-day,
These classifications

spare-time,

and

are used in the follow-

ing:
a.
original

Whole-day

system universities

ing duration

and colleges

of three to five years

of four years),
schools,

schools of higher education.

and admit graduates

and applicants

possessing

could have,

(normal colleges

Stipulations
in principal,

in the
a school-

could have a fixed duration

from senior middle schools and similar
equivalent

qualifications.

Admission

ages

14 (Continued)
provide them with single itemed basic knowledge in stock-breeding
and veterinary science.
The long-term course was divided into one year, two years,
and four year classes.
It admitted senior primary school graduates and provided them with basic cultural subjects and elementary veterinary subjects.
After graduation,
most students were returned to production teams (Kwang
Ming Daily, March 22, 1963).
c. Half-work half-study junior normal schools--their
main mission
was to train teachers for private primary schools, workers and peasant
spare-time
primary schools, and kindergartens.
Different courses were
established for the above-mentioned
teachers.
Eligibles were males and
females (youth) in rural areas who were: endorsed by their communes;
within the age limits; senior primary school qualifications,
having passed the
examination given by the school; and having been trained in certain productive
laborworks.
The schooling duration was one or two years.
But it was only
four to six months for the kindergarten
teacher course.
This type of school
had been widely established in districts and communes in Shantung province
(People's Daily, January 15, 1960), but were discontinued.

-1G

were not uniformly

prescribed

herein.

ing duration of two to three years,
schools and similar
Admission

and admit graduates

schools as well as applicants

ages were not uniformly

leges could innovate specialized
two years for admission

prescribed

courses

of graduates

lent schools as well as applicants
ages for these courses
and colleges

Junior colleges

cants with equivalent

qualifications.

to assist

and overseas
stipulations

modified.

durations

changed to three to six years,
as eight years.

Universities

colleges

schooling

and appli-

Graduate schools could cooperate
at other departments

and scientific

research
courses

students

or continuation

further

During the 1958 school system reform,

races,

enrollment

were greatly

and colleges

and that for technological

All

Changes in the said

discontinued

for universities

for culti-

from minority

for entracne.

courses

with

personnel.

issued in 1955, and schooling durations

For instance,

Admission

hereby.

from universities,

Chinese in their preparation

by specific directives

and colof one to

schools with a minimum

worker and peasant cadres,

were that the specialized

Universities

qualifications.

established

higher education schools could innovate preparatory
courses

qualifications.

with a schooling duration

the China Academy of Science and institutions
vation of higher education teachers

with equivalent

herein.

with equivalent

could also innovate graduate
for admission

from senior middle

from senior middle schools and equiva-

were not uniformly

duration of two years

could have a school-

in 1957 were

universities

were set

the requirements

was
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that higher education
ing durations

rn general,

Spare-time

to open regular,

and specialized
requisites

should improve their quality and their school-

.

should,

b.
required

schools

courses

schools of higher education.

of this type enrolled

and special courses.

Regular

courses

had a duration

of one to six years.

Admission

pre-

were the same as those for whole-day

incumbent

cadremen.

should reach college standards

broadcasting,

preparatory

Some of them required

could be admitted;

qualifications,
examination.

students,

Half-work

schools also had regular,

Admission

15 People's

and colleges

opened

course

of their
and then an

were then permitted

to enter

half-study

schools of higher education.

specialized,

and preparatory
courses,

prerequisites

courses.

These
Schooling

two to three yea rs for special-

were not strict.

In some cases,

even

Daily, June 15, 1960.

16 "Spare-Time

piled and published

that they

16

were four years of regular

ized courses.

schools

of one single year!

regardless

supplemental

Those who passed the examination

c.

cases,

that only senior middle schools

some enrolled

. 1·1ze d courses.
regu 1ar or spec1a

durations

and TV universities

and gave them a short-term

schools.

with the exception

within a schooling duration

Most correspondence,

graduates

In some individual

junior middle school graduates

courses.

These schools were

specialized,

for these courses

But they only admitted

15

not be shortened.

Higher Education of the Chinese Communists,"
comby the Bureau of Investigation,
Taiwan, Republic of China.
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students

below junior middle school graduates

that they learn sernior
then were admitted

middle school lessons

into regular

Both spare-time

or specialized

and half-work

were accepted

on the condition

in the preparatory

and

17

courses.

half-study

course

schools did not open gradu-

ate schools.
5.

Chart of the estimated

After reviewing
tern, one concludes
changed.

Communist

the conclusions

that the whole-day

But the spare-time

viding a better understanding
3 has been constructed,

of the Chinese Communist

school sys-

school system has not been drastically

and half-work

a chaos which makes a systematic

China school system.

half-study

school systems

study quite impossible.

of the Chinese Communist

based on the aforementioned

are in

With a view to proschool system,

Figure

information.

17Among the half-work half-study higher education schools, the P'
in Yao Consolidated University was the first of its kind to be established.
Using
the P' in Yao was the first middle school as a backbone, with college courses
added to the higher levels and a primary school with kindergarten to the lower
ones. It was then incorporated with the Power Machinery Plant (including all
its staff and workers) in the district and became a consolidated university for
half-work half-study education.
It was a model school set up in the big leap
forward period of 1958 under the personal attention of Lu Ting-yi and Kan Sen.
On a college level, this school had one three year engineering course and two
two-year normal education courses.
Applicants were not required to be senior
middle school graduates.
Youthful workers and peasants with a certain cultural
knowledge and incumbent cadres were eligible.
The first semester was devoted
to continuation of senior middle school basic subjects.
Then specific courses of
instruction were given. It was reported that there were no professors,
but
rather so-called outstanding middle school teachers in this university.
They
used the methods which were called "learn-and-then-teach,"
and "simultaneous
learning-and-teaching."
This type of school was the most favored one in the eyes
of the Chinese Communists.
In the 1960 cultural and educational conference the
most accomplished representatives
said the school was rated as a vanguard unit.
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Section II.

School Systems

at Various

Levels

from 1958 to 1963
The overall
been elucidated

in the previous

schools at various
1.

school system

levels

dictated

section;

is discussed

by the Communist

and the school system

Chinese has
adopted by

in detail as follows:

Kindergartens
a.

of the children

Objectives

of education.

and to cultivate

to make them successors

To instill Communism

into the minds

their manual labor habits from infancy

of the Construction

of Communism.

in order

18

17 (Continued)
Similar to the P'in Yao Consolidated University,
there was the "Communism Labor University" in Kiansi province.
This school was incorporated
with the National Consolidated Land Cultivation Farm and thus spread throughout the vast mountainous area and rolling countries of Kiansi. It had a master
school, 88 branch schools, and 14 affiliated labor technical schools with a total
student body of 55,000 plus. On the college level, it opened major courses,
specialized courses,
and preparatory
courses.
Major courses had a schooling duration of four years and the specialized course three years.
They enrolled students with senior middle school or junior middle school qualifications.
Applicants with lower than junior middle school qualifications
were accommodated into preparatory
courses for a two-year continuation education on cultural subjects and then promoted to major courses or specialized courses.
According to the above information,
it is evident that there were no
strict prerequisites
for admission; and schooling duration for major courses
was four years and for specialized courses,
two to three years.
To compensate for different educational qualifications,
preparatory
courses were provided
for continuation of senior middle school subjects.
18
People's

Daily,

September

9, 1957.
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b.
sponsored

Sponsorship

and orv;anization.

by local governments

of them were independently

In genera],

kin<lergartens

(public) or by civil societies

were

(private).

innovated and some were affiliated

Some

with primary

or middle schools.
c.
training,

Contents of instruction.

physical

education,

counting are included.

Music lessons,

environmental

Political

drawing,

familiarization,

language

handicrafts,

and

and labor education were conducted through

the said activities.
d.
trolled

Direction

and control.

by the educational

All kindergartens

administrative

agencies

were directed

in city or district

and con-

govern-

ments.
2.

Primary
a.

schools.

Objectives

of education.

(1) Whole-day primary
age to provide them with an overall
and physical

culture.

schools enrolled

children

basic education or morality,

After completion

of schooling,

graduates

of eligible
knowledge,
were guided

to labor works or the next higher level of education.
(2) Simplified
to train people for peasant

and spare-time

societies

to write and count and possess
the primary
so-called

school.

According

primary

and thus provided

an educational

schools were supported
them with personnel

background

equivalent

able

to that of

to the slogan of the Chinese Communists,

the

"able to write and count" means that a person with such a qualifica-

tion should be able to prepare

duty rosters,

write correspondence,

count
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manual labor credits,

and measure

earth moving units.

between these two types of schools

is that the simplified

uneducated

children

while the spa re-time

primary

The only difference
primary

enrolled

admitted

uneducated

youth

and adults.
(3) Winter schools

and literacy

classes

youth and adults who were taught easy lessons
elimination

Sponsorship
regime

schools and private

schools.

commune
district

private

private

and people's

following manners:

(4) The sponsoring

school.

public establishments,

by plants,

(by all members

for welfare

and overhead,

of funds occurred

while simplified

primary

or the

in the so-called

(3) The sponsoring

or from its publical

primary

mines,

of students

a portion of the funds required
whole-day

and

in one of the

agency and the parents

the shortages

In general,

handed down to the

with funds made available

and expenses

public

from budgets of the sponsoring

schools were sponsored

agency raised

i.e.,

set up by the provincial

(2) Students paid all the expenses.

agency paid all the expenses

to the private

were uniformly

(1) The sponsoring

agency subsidized

schools.

schools under the

and were gradually

communes

the wages for teachers

sponsoring

for

public schools were established

and funds were allocated

The so-called

enterprises,

shared

The so-called

All regulations

governments

Primary

were divided into two categories,

or commune governments
level.

agency.

of reading and writing

and organization.

Communist

by district

uneducated

of illiteracy.
b.

Chinese

enrolled

funds).
as a subsidy

schools were mostly

and spare-time

primary

schools were private
temporarily

institutions.

sponsored
c.

Winter schools and literacy

in the non-farming

history
tion.

season.

schools conducted curriculums

(including Mandarin phonetics
and geography,

natural

and character

sciences,

In 1957, common agriculture

tural areas

music,

curriculums:

tion of the agricultural

such as common characters,
bookkeeping,

d.
and controlled
primary

Direction

culture

schools were also directed

education

bureau while others

19 To Kong Daily,

in agricul19

to their curriculums.
prin-

must be practical

supplementary

the 24 seasons,

instructional

capital figure characters,

and personal

names,

productive

were taught.

and control.

by the di strict

schools

educa-

with the way of life and produc-

In addition,

common surnames

and household utensils

and physical

one was that curriculums

environment.

such as

arithmetic,

schools there were two general

and the other was that they must be compatible

tools,

fine arts,

and some schools added common politics

ciples in arranging

simplified

writing),

was added to primary

(2) In private primary

material

were

Contents of instruction.
(1) Whole-day primary

language

classes

All public primary
and education
and controlled

were let alone.

schools were directed

bureau.

Some private

by the district

For instance

culture

and

Shansi province

June 17, 1957, reported that the Communist Ministry
of Education published "Notification on the addition of agricultural
common
knowledge instructions to 5th and 6th grades at rural primary schools and its
implementing guidelines."
And the People's Daily, April 13, 1957, reported
that political common knowledge instructions were added to primary schools
at Tai Chou district,
Kiansu province.

S4

published

th,-• following regulations:

primary

schools

and education
and teachers

were to he directed

bureau;

and inspections

and daily instructional

were to be conducted

Teachers

in most private

Private

(a subdivision

of district).

secretary,

teeman

(Note:

tatives

of teachers

paration

of the school's

the utilization
repairs,

and supervision
3.

consisted

by the
in "Hsiang"

of the Hsiang Communist
and education

was responsibie

of funds, control

and inspection

and education

into a commune),

This committee

of school funds, management

supervisions

were organized

the Hsiang culture

development

Periodic
culture

teams

by the principal

schools were assigned

Hsiang now has been converted
and parents.

culture

the teaching

controlled

area.

school control committees
The committee

of private

by the district

by the district

primary

the Hsiang chief,

activities

operations,

school in that particular

said bureau.

Party

and controlled

of these schools were to be centrally

of the public primary

bureau.

administrational

commit-

and represenfor the pre-

and supervision

over

of school building construction

of school operations.

20

Middle schools
a.

Regular
(l)

middle schools

Objectives

of education.

In 1954, the Chinese

stipulated:
The objectives of secondary education are to teach
ideologies of socialism to the students in order to make
them wholly-developed
members of socialism ....
2 °Kwang Ming Daily, December

23, 1955.

Communist

and

Emphasis is placed on both the political ideology and systematic scientific education, and attention will be paid to
physical training and hygiene. 21
After 1958 more emphasis

was placed on labor work education

tation of making the youth wholly-developed
socialism

and culture,

members

and capable of performing

(2) Sponsorship

in the expec-

with awareness
22

manual labor.

and organization.

of

Middle schools were also

divided into public and private.

Public middle schools were mostly insti-

tuted by provinces

while others

and districts

at the central,

or provincial

were affiliated

with universities

that the establishment,

and district

by administrative

governmental

and colleges.

and discontinuation

should be decided by the provincial

or the city people's

to the central

by central

education

administrative

decided by the sponsoring
cation Ministry

for review.

ministry

departments,
department

for review.

In schools established
such matters

department

and submitted

to the people's

it would then be reported

matters

would be

to the Central

would be proposed

to the culture

and then

In schools established

by provincial

government

some

stipulated

government

and then reported

departments,

Also,

of a middle school

the aforementioned

ministrative

decision;

levels.

It was previously

conversion,

reported

departments

Edu-

or city ad-

by the sponsoring

at the same level for

and education

agency at the

21 on April 8, 1954, the Chinese Communist State Council passed the
"Directive for the Improvement and Development of Secondary Education."
22 Ibid.

s (j
same level for transmission
In affiliaterl

try for review.

lons.

by the university

and colleges,

for approval

was also decentralized
private

and the people's

as that of the private

such matters

communes;

Education

by central

Minis-

adminis-

or the city; and the

and handed down to lower eche-

schools were sponsored

primary

for review.

or college to the Central

were handed down to the province

The so-called

prises,

ministry

In 1958, most middle schools established

departments

authority

education

mirldle schooli:; at universities

would be reported

trative

to the central

by plants,

mines,

enter-

and their source of funds were the same

schools.

(3) Contents of instruction.
(a) Whole-day
such as language,
graphy,
tion,

mathematics,

middle schools usually opened courses
physics

and chemistry,

human anatomy and physiology,

music,

fine arts,

common agriculture
as a formal

etc.

political

history

knowledge,

and geo-

physical

educa-

Since 1954, middle schools in rural areas

to their curriculums.

added

After 1958, labor work was Ii sted

subject and since 196:3, middle schools in urban areas

taught com-

mon agriculture.
(b) Major curriculums
spare-time

schools were basically
(4) Direction

departments

the same as the whole-day

and control.

along with city culture

conducted in private

Provincial

culture

and education bureaus

trolled

the middle schools in conformity

central

regime.

Whenever necessary,

middle schools.
and education

directed

with the stipulations
the said departments

middle and

and con-

set forty by the
and bureaus

could

delegate

these responsibilities

city and district

people's

cise the direction
lished by central
and colleges,

governments

commissioners

under provincial

and control over middle schools.
administm

tive departments,

their routine operations

agency while matters
programs

to offices of regional

pertaining

were directed

to exer-

In middle schools estab-

or affiliated

were to be directed

to policies,

by culture

jurisdiction

or the

with unversities
by the sponsoring

school systems,

instructional

and education departments

or bureaus

in the locality.
b.

Specialized

middle schools.

(1) Objectives
schools were to cultivate
would then possess
tional background
able-bodied

of education.

and basic technical

know-how,

willingness

central

administrative

trative

departments.

departments
Previous

who

common educa-

and be firmly orientated

and

to serve socialism.

and some by provincial

stipulations

submit an application

to the Ministry

Ministry

should report

Upon approval,

cadres

middle schools were sponsored

middle school the sponsoring

of Education

middle

and organization.

(a) Some specialized

preparations

specialized

basic knowledge of Marxism-Leninism,

(2) Sponsorship

approval.

of specialized

and produce middle-echelon

with whole-hearted

of a specialized

Missions

required

or city adminis-

that in the establishment

administrative

of Education.

by

department

After scrutinization,

it, with comments,

deadline dates for completion

should
the

to the State Council for
of all necessary

would be decided and issued to the sponsoring

administrative
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department(s)

to ensure

timely completion.

sary preparations,

the sponsoring

education

for the assignment

agencies

educational

authorities

by special

areas,

Upon completion

department(s)

duties,

would report

of a school principal.

were decentralized

districts,

plants,

was centrally

bureaus

at provincial,

of schools
development

schools

establishment

by education

city, and self-governed

of primary

areas.

etc.

to the level,

According

technical

schools

further
divisions,

divided,

geological,

schools

according

and

Quantity and density
and future

Accorxing

medical,

to its nature,

agricultural,
fine arts,

special-

communication,

normal

education,

these schools were divided into two echelons--

and norm a 1 schools

and junior technical

departments

in the area.

ized middle schools were divided into industrial,
forestry,

of normal

to the status of dispersion

(3) Division of specialties.

transportation,

were established

and mines.

planned and controlled

were decided with reference

to pertinent
Since 1958,

and many schools

(b) From the very beginning,
schools

of all neces-

(equivalent

(equivalent

lowed to teach one or several

middle schools),

to junior middle schools).

to actual requirements

into a number of specialties

to senior

They were

and scientific/technological

(see Appendix

A).

Each school was al-

specialties.

(4) Contents of instruction
(a) Regular
consisted

of common subjects

branched

compulsory

subjects),

specialized

middle school's

(including common compulsory
technical

subjects

curriculum's
subjects

and

(including basic technical
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subjects

and specialized

The original

stipulation

mon subjects
productive

technical
required

subjects),

that the percentage

(excluding in-school

practices)

instructional

But this requirement

(b) Spare-time
middle schools were permitted
But major technical

whole-day

specialized

subjects

direction
majority

half-study

these matters

were basically

specialized

of the central

changed.
specialized
according

to their

the same as that of

in personnel

management

cial control

were transferred

After the hand-down,

middle schools were under

administration

of schools were delegated

Authorities

control.

was frequently

and no

and control

(a) In principle,

overwhelming

and out-of-school

middle schools.

(5) Direction

the centralized

of total hours for com-

no less than 25 percent

and half-work

to determine

and practices.

practices

should be, in principle,

more than 45 percent.

own needs.

experiments,

over cadres

down to provincial
the observer

(s).

Since 1958, an

down to lower levels.
and teachers,
or city authorities

in the People's

and in finanfor direct

Daily commented:

Provinces,
cities, and special areas should establish
a special organization to manage the specialized middle schools.
Local administrative
departments
and bureaus concerned would
intensify their supervision and leadership over these schools.
Central administrative
departments,
in addition to intensification of leadership to their subordinate specialized middle schools,
should also provide assistance and guidance to related specialized middle schools sponsored by local agencies. 23

23 People' s Daily, September

6, 1959.

(JO

This ohservation
authorities

clearly

explained

for the central

the division of responsihilities

and local agencies.

(b) From the very beginning,
trally directed
However,

by provincial

and cities under provincial
Universities
a.

theoretical

Objectives

and culture.
scientific

for overall

were assigned

in scientific

in special areas

supervision.

the main mission

research

To be specific,

and social sciences)

for agencies

they were responsible

and teachers

of cultivat-

work or teaching jobs of

(including natural

and teaching cadres

researchers

committees

or bureaus.

of education

specialized

research

schools were cen-

and colleges

and basic sciences

providing

to People's

jurisdiction

(1) Universities
ing personnel

normal

or city education departments

they could be delegated

4.

and

for universities,

and

dealing with economy
for the cultivation
colleges,

of

and middle

schools.
(2) Colleges
sion of cultivating
engineering
sanitation

technical

colleges
cadres.

and junior colleges
cadres

cultivated

for practical

engineering

Each specialized

(3) Objectives

purposes.

cadres,

the main misFor instance,

medical

colleges

trained

college had its specific objective.

of various

spare-time

colleges

and junior colleges

were frequently

enrolled

incumbent

At first,

colleges

and required

cadres.

were assigned

revised

and half-work

since these schools only

they were patterned

to reach the same standards

ha If-study

after whole-day

as that of the whole-day
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colleges.

Later on, requi rem en ts were revised

be on the base of whole-day

only demanded

that the technical

that of university
b.

colleges

graduates

Sponsorship

in major curriculums,

standards

of graduates

or,

them to

in some cases,

should be nor less than

who were doing the same kind of work.
and organization.

(1) Some of the whole-day
by the province

which only expected

while others

and junior colleges

were sponsored

were sponsored

by central

administrative

and half-work

half-study

colleges

depart-

ments.
(2) Spare-time
colleges

were either

They were sponsored
ministrative

by the provincial

Specialty

and specialization.

in universities

ment was an administrative
Each specialty

conditions

referred

ad-

and communes.

academic

departments

and below the departmental

and specialization.

or a specialty

conditions"

The depart-

was an instructional
The general

were:

unit.
prin-

1) It should be

manner.

of the school.

2) It should
The so-called

to the nature and type of the school and its

of faculty and facilities.

each engineering

Various

and in a well-planned

by the "subjective

or central

enterprises,

unit and the specialty

of a department

based on actual requirements

availability

of specialty

with universities.

authorities,

could have two or more specializations.

ciples for initiation

be determined

mines,

and colleges;

there were subdivisions

or affiliated

or district

or by plants,

were established

subjective

established

departments,
c.

level,

independently

and junior

The Chinese Communists

college should not have too many specialties,

believed that
but the total
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number of specialtie·s
more.

to be established

The number of specialties

3) Consideration
sciences

could be determined

should be given to the systematic

structure

could only have one department.

specialty

But no matter

5) The Chinese Communists

number

of students.

According

be separated.

For example,

departments

ing should not be established
physics

should be separated
d.

Percentages

specialty

believed that a school should
should have a large

of 600 students.

of chemistry

should

Russian ex-

should have at

6) Science and engineering

in the same college,

and chemical

and the specialty

should

engineerof radio

from radio engineering.

Contents of instruction.

basic subjects,

4) A college

and never more than

that each department

least 300 students and at most 400 students.

unless

in the USSR, a department

have a minimum of 300 students and a maximum
advised the Chinese Communists

of specialties

but each department

to experience

of spec-

how large the college could

government

not have a large number of departments,

the scien-

assortment

was needed.

be, it was better to have less than ten departments,
twelve.

of various

Considering

Schools in the same area should avoid duplication
for a certain

could be

by actual requirements.

any school should not have a too complicated

a large number of personnel

perts

colleges

and the division of functions in the same area.

tific system,
ialties.

in all engineering

subjects,

In general,

political

of each type of subject differed

the school and the requirements

their curriculums

cover

subjects,

and labor work subjects.

according

to the nature and type of

of that particular

period.
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e.

Direction

and control.

higher level schools were directed
pertaining
trolled

to principles,

policies

by both the central

echelons
5.

education

levels.

manner.

of

Matters
and con-

authorities.

committees 24 were established
of spare-time

There were night schools for primary

Lessons

Curriculums

enterprises,

sored by several

were given in a concentrated
and control

the same as that of day schools.

agencies

systems

were,

at

education.

agencies.

jointly or by several
by plants,

mines,

up to

face-to-face

in most cases,

Night schools were sponsored

and administrative

some of them were sponsored
24

agencies.
were directed

under the State Council for direction

Night schools.

higher education

mines,

and school systems

operations

Special schools
a.

lecturing

by their sponsoring

and local culture and education

Since 1960, spare-time
various

General administrative

by plants,

Some of them were spon-

day schools jointly,
and enterprises

while

but delegated

According to the People's Daily, the Chinese Communists established
the spare-time
education committee,
in January 1960, under the State Council
as the agency responsible for direction of spare-time
education.
In various
areas, similar efforts were made by educational, cultural, industrial,
communication, financial, scientific research,
planning, military, worker union, youth
corps, and women league organization under the uniformed direction of CC P
commissaries
at various levels.
Before that, as reported by the Kwang Ming
Daily of August 5, 1959, the CCP commissary
in Shansi province made a decision that, under the central leadership of the provincial commissary,
the provincial worker union would organize the Shangsi workers' education office with participants from CCP provincial industrial department,
cultural and educational
departments,
and provincial education department,
and youth corps educational
personnel.
This office would be responsible to the provincial CCP commissary
and under its direct control would carry out the intensification of workers' education.
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to the day schools for actual conduct of instruction.

to provide

education
b.

to incumbent

Correspondence

conduct instruction

established.

Schools utilizing

were called correspondence

For instance,

Education

Ministry

of Education

lons.

were independent

correspondence

cialized,

and special courses.

education

schools,

selection
order

graduated

and a certain

venience

manner,

of instruction,

cadres

completion

stations,

after regular

standards

number

the system of optional
subjects

they needed.

of the selected

subjects,

in
Students,

were con-

schools did not conduct their instruc-

their students were widely scattered.

the correspondence
control;

and self-study

spe-

higher

of a certain

of selected

to take the subjects

school which was used as the master
correspondence

the Chinese

opened major,

after completion

Some of them utilized

Since correspondence

tion in a concentrated

At first,

schools generally

and separate

incumbent

graduated.

corres-

education to improve the quality

their students

when they achieve the established
sidered

establishments.

Some of them, patterned

period.

of single subjects

to facilitate

school such

this type of education has extended its use to all eche-

Higher education

of subjects

were independently

College under direct control of the

regime only used correspondence
However,

to

Most of the corres-

Society and a higher education

school such as the Correspondence

of teachers.

schools.

education correspondence

pondence

Communist

correspondence

with day schools and others

a secondary

as the Chung Hwa Vocational

was

cadres.

schools.

pondence schools were affiliated

Their main mission

department

affiliated

and, in addition,

groups were organized.

For con-

with n day

branch schools,
Branch schools

(i5

and correspondence
educational
overall

schools under the supervision

administration

instructional

activities.

agency,

structure

were responsible

groups,

c.
broadcasts

to conduct instruction

schools.

and coordination

stations

station was assigned
activities.

available.

Students could be registered
period of continuation

they muld be admitted

established

into regular

sponsoring

cadreman

agencies.

to direct

major courses,
courses

in-

special-

were made

of their qualifications.

education and written

classes.

works

Every counseling

and preparatory
regardless

the school

was made for

localities.

schools,

by the

in the school itself,

or concurrent

In higher education

the TV

and administrative

out by pertinent

in various

with a whole-time

2) the local

were directed

agencies

activities

carried

optional single subjects,

After a certain

These schools were spon-

4) local broadcasting

with concerned

were organized

schools.

guidance for establishing

In addition to the control body especially

ized courses,

TV and radio

schools.

Instructional

of the school were respectively

structional

Schools utilizing

School operations

Through conference

solving existing problems.

counseling

and subordin-

1) the local CCP commisary,

and 5) local day schools.

was determined,

station,

3) the local education authority,

CCP commissary.

and inspection

were called TV and Broadcasting

sored by five kinds of agencies:

stations,

of the

lineal control was established.

TV and Broadcasting

union,

supervision

correspondence

They had both middle and higher education

workers

for organization

as well as pertinent

Between the branch school,

ate self-study

of the appointed local

Curriculums

examination,
were easier

than
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that of the day schools.

Students were only required

standards

of day school in major

Workers'

and Peasants'

School only required
jects

Spare-Time

the students

such as language lessons,

and chemistry.
tion certificate
respondence
broadcasts

to complete

were auxiliary

Red-and-expert

universities,

its highest point.

schools.

schools,

physics,

Generally

ganized and improved.

speaking,

was a school established

hundreds

universities

precincts.

at

poorly staffed,

were degraded

reor-

to middle
For

by Han Tan City, Hopei pro-

in the local people's

management

of thousands

to their actual conditions.

school sponsored

in

and even

After 1960, they were rigorously

by the commune' s party commissary.

for all the production

and

there were

middle schools,

they were ill-equipped,

schools according

the red-and-expert

from various

cor-

while telecast.s

During that time,

which totaled several

Many so-called

schools or even primary

schools,

This was a new type first created

red-and-expert

and were nothing more than a name.

personnel.

geometry,

Even in TV and broadcasting

period of 1958.

red-and-expert

members

algebra,

means only.

primary

controlled

six junior middle school sub-

was the main method of instruction

red-and-expert

vince,

the Shanghai

Junior Middle Culture Broadcasting

arithmetic,

to the students.

the education leap-forward

instance,

For instance,

The school then could issue a junior middle school gradua-

lessons

d.

subjects.

to reach the academic

commune and directly

Students were selected
Its main mission

teams the backbone technical

cadres

Another type was the branch schools sponsored

was to train

and management
by various
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management
areas

precincts.

Students were selected

of management

peasants

precincts.

with an awareness

knowledge and productive
sponsored

by various

of socialism
techniques.

production

branch red-and-specialized
to a school.

and a senior department.

and technical

percent

subjects

15 percent

schooling duration
students

they organized

30 percent.

of one and one-half

to reach the cultural

well as to be familiar

subjects,

the students to reach,

had a

the standard

The instructional

were selected

of them are now extinct.
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the

school graduates

as

and required

of junior or senior

method adopted by these schools

learning."

there was no standardized

primary

and required

of about two years

expert in specialty,

red-and-expert

subjects

knowledge of one or two crops and machines.

in major subjects,

The aforementioned

Political

The junior department

had schooling duration

schools.

subjects,

subjects

was titled as "Red in common,

all so-called

cultural

years or thereabouts

in-

a junior

hours while cultural

level of spare-time

with technical

The senior department

middle technical

schools had in themselves
Political

or

all the team members

were included in their curriculums.

subjects

schools

Under the guidance of regular

of the total instructional

and technical

degree of cultural

Another type was the spare-time

teams.

schools,

from Good-harvest

was to breed the new model

and a certain

All kinds of red-and-expert

department

occupied

rts mission

members

and separated

examples.

in cultural

As a matter

schools were running on their own tracks
school system in existence.

Furthermore,

of fact,
and
most
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e.

Teachers'

into two types.

spare-time

advanced colleges.

One was for primary

school teachers.

school teachers

Some of them were independently

not even have a fixed location and exclusive
to whole-day
operation

schools were sponsored

Primary

by district

while middle school teachers'

established

facilities,

school teachers'

simplified

spare-time

vanced courses

for teachers

middle school teachers'

courses

but were like affiliation
and delegated
spare-time

advanced colleges

school graduates,

for intensified

Usually,

who only took one or two major subjects.

spare-time

advanced co1lege also conducted

with an educational

could be awarded.

evident that the primary

school teachers'

similar

normal

to a spare-time

time advanced college,

background

The aforementioned
broadcasting

schools,

a special

of incumbent

equal to senior middle

subjects

After com-

as well as an ex-

Based on the above information,
spare-time

advancement

it is

school was
spare-

normal college.

night schools,

teachers'

The

school and the middle school teachers'

a spare-time

by

this type of

but lower than junior normal college graduates.

diplomas

advanced

normal education and ad-

pletion of the specified period and all the required
amination,

every

were sponsored

with a schooling duration of three years for admission

middle school teachers

and some did

or city culture and education bureaus,

or city culture and education departments.

school conducts

course

and the other for middle

normal middle schools or normal colleges,

to the day school.

provincial

They were divided

correspondence

schools,

TV and

advanced schools were of a spare-time

G9
nature.

The so-called

and half-work

half-study

"red-and-expert"
types incorporated

schools had both the spare-time
into them.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EXPERIMENT

OF THE WHOLE-DAY MIDDLE AND

PRIMARY SCHOOL SYSTEM (1958-1963)

Beginning in 1958, the government
on the reform

of the school system.

the whole-day

middle and primary

In September
a directive

of Communist

China again worked

They began a series

of experiments

with

school systems.

1958 the CCP Central

and the State Council jointly issued

stipulating:

The current school system should be positively and
properly reformed.
All the provincial,
municipal and autonomous regional party committees and governments are en titled to actively make typical experiments of the new school
system and should submit report of the results to the Ministry of Education.
After achieving sufficient experience from
the typical experiment,
the educational authorities should
proryulgate a new system to be adopted throughout the country.
A "Resolution
tern,"

2

Concerning

the Experiment

of Reforming

was· worked out in March 1959 during a general

Council discussing
resolution

the educational

were not made public.

problems.

However,

One year later,

meeting of the State
the details

of this

at the second meeting of the

1on the Combination of Education and Labor Production
Youth Publishing House, 1958).
2 Kwang Ming Daily, March 23, 1959.

the School Sys-

(Peking:

China
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Second National Congress
respectively

deliverecl

reports

ports also noted the results
several

places.

on the reform

of the experiments

An experiment,

The principles
reform

held in March 1960, Lu Ting-i and Yang Hsiu-feng

on a larger

of the whole-day

of the school system.

The re-

with the new system tested
scale,

in

was then pushed on. 3

middle and primary

school system

were:
1.

Properly

latecl that a student
school courses.

reduced the schooling period:

should spend tv.·elve years to fulfill primary

The Chinese Communists

\Vhy ten years?

were too
Lu Ting-i

was:

A child usually enters primary school at six or seven
and it takes ten years for him to grow up to sixteen or seventeen. Youths of sixteen or seventeen are full-grown laborers.
The ten-years-whole-day
education system, which occupies the
ti me of very few full-grown laborers is easy to promote especially when fundamental agricultural
construction
is completed
and agricultural
mechanization
is realized.
If this preliminary
concept is fulfilled, the ten-year system can be widely promoted with students' intellectual standard rising to the level of
college freshmen.
Since students of our present whole-day
senior high school are all full-grown laborers,
we have found
it difficult to enroll as many students as we wish. The number
of yearly graduates of senior high schools is only several hundreds of thousands.
If more students are enrolled, the fullgrown laborers will be overly occupied.
However, if we can
promote this new school system there will be more than ten million students graduating from senior high schools each year with
relatively few full-grown laborers occupied.
At present, the six-

3 People's

Daily, April 9-10,

1960.

stipu-

and middle

thought that twelve years

long and wanted to reduce the period to ten years.
explanation

The old school system
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teen and seventeen-year-olds
more than a million each year.
After cultivation of many high-standard
young senior high
graduates,
we will begin to establish whole-day or half-day
higher learning institutions in the one thousand seven-hundred
odd counties throughout the country in addition to those established by the Central, the provinces, municipalities
and
special districts.
The factories,
organizations
and people's
communes will also help promote higher education after working hours.
By walking on two legs the sixteen and seventeen
year olds will receive higher education. 4
To reduce the whole-day
schools to ten years,
the primary

schooling period of primary

the real purpose

and middle

of the Chinese Communists

and middle school education

was to have

occupy the time of fewer full-grown

workers.
2.
primary

Properly

raised

and middle schools

much to be improved.

the standard:
was revised

lapping teaching
courses.

on essential

materials

provided

In middle schools,

18th century.

Concrete

measures

perly send down some courses

courses.
students

the teaching

were mostly archaic;

and chemistry

times,

yet there still left
and middle schools

In each section there were too many courses

and chemistry

physics

several

of the whole-day

The schooling period of the primary

was divided into four sections.
that put little emphasis

The curriculum

the three-phased

little time to master

materials

of mathematics,

lover-

essential
physics

some of them were suitably only for the
for raising the standard

at each level.

scheduled

Besides,

for sciences,

For instance,
engineering,

were:

(1) to pro-

basic mathematics,
agricultural

and
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medical colleges

could be sent down to senior high school; and the junior

middle school arithmetic
to the primary

general

geography

the teaching
and natural

knowledge courses;

foreign countries

revised

science

and all unnecessary
the teaching

3.

In past years,

arrange

They sometimes
on political

education

arrangement

were:

omitted;

courses,

physics

work.

the

the

should be

the knowledge of rare

compounds

many times

on literature

stan-

and integral
courses,

must be intensified.

the study hours and increase

and laborers'

should be

courses,

calculus,

high school physics

of study hours had a close relation

put emphasis

courses

and add modern science,

differential

chemical

of

into one

of the materials

atomic and nuclear

the Chinese Communists

into

geography

high school mathematics

high school chemistry

To properly

The arrangement

and geography

materials,

In senior

and high molecular

school

in order to raise the students'

geometry,

basic knowledge of semi-conductors,

elements

primary

could be incorporated

overlapping

In senior

should be intensified.

chemical

of similar

could be incorporated

materials

teaching methods of analytical

In senior

the courses

middle school Chinese geography,

and production.

introduced.

could be sent down

For instance,

courses

remove outdated and fragmented

technology,

calculus

materials.

Middle school history

and (3) To revise
dards,

incorporate

and economic geography

course--geography.
thoroughly

linear equations

school; (2) To properly

nature and condense
history,

and algebraic

the laborers'

to the standard
rearranged

and mathematics
The principles

reduced hours of the less important

work:

of students.

the study hours.
and at other times

for the study hour
courses

in order to
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concentrate

on the more essential

and incrensc

self-stucly

hours.

ones; and properly

In addition to mastering

matics which were basic instruments
students

were told to actively

Hsiu-feng,

Peking's

Minister

reduce classroom

lnngunge ancl math(•-

for studying primary

participate

in labor.

of Education,

hours

and middle school

On students'

labor,

Yang

stated:

In addition to primary and middle school teaching reform, we have to intensify students' labor education.
Because
the combination of education with productive labor is the key to
educational revolution and is basic to cultivating all-around new
men, labor can be ignored at no time. In the past, the hours
for labor were quite limited because of the conditions for labor
and the busy classroom schedule.
Hereafter,
we shall properly
control the teaching hours.
At the same time when we improve
and intensify the teaching work we should arrange more labor
activities for the students.
Under the favorable condition that
cities run the people's commune and streets run the industry,
there will be more and better
opportunities
for teachers and
students to participate
in productive labor. 5
Reduction

of less important

courses

actually

meant the increase

of

labor hours.
The afore-stated

three

principles

ciples were based on the examination
teaching

materials

Communists

and the preliminary

were planning to complete

twenty years.

Following is a general

school system

which started

in 1958.

were promulgated

and analysis

in 1960.

of current

result of experiments.
the educational
introduction

reform

curricula
6

The prinand

The Chinese

within ten to

of the experiment

of the new
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1.
garten:

The Experiment

of Reacling and Arithmetic

Under the old school system,

in kindergarten.

However,

after

Hopei, Shansi,
hair,

Shanghai,
a.

public nursery
to speak,

Liaoning,

Hupeh,

Kiangsu and Shantung.

Heilungkiang,

sing and make clay plastic

education.

forms

starting

there were five, they were taught Romanization
Children
old.

were trained

Since the children

labor activities
b.
characters

with labor activities
experience

without becoming

could learn 106 characters
of the children
intelligent

7

Tsing-

reports

follow:

were taught
old.

When

of Chinese and single addition.
when they were three years
through plays,

experimented

they did the

with teaching

and could repeat five lessons

ones could memorize

Kansu,

of integrating

Children

After four hours instruction

could memorize

in

bored. 7

Shensi Norma 1 University

in kindergarten.

Shensi,

at two years

starting

labor training

Latin

were attempted

made experiments

with kindergarten

were taught

children

Some of the experiment

Peking Normal University
education

kindergarten

reading and arithmetic

Fukien,

in Kinder-

no reading and arithmetic

1958, teaching

spelling of the Chinese characters,

Teaching

80 percent

writing of

per week, each child
from memory.

Most

of what they had been taught; the less

about 30-40 percent.

8

"The Reform of the Chinese Communist School System and Curriculum,"
(Taipei, Taiwan: Office of the Research on Chinese Communist Affairs,
Ministry of National Defense, 1959).
8

.

Ibid.
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c.
School,

The kindergarten

affiliated

Techow City, Shantung Province,

ters and simple and easy-learning
struction,

each child could learn

the students
learned

with the Luchia Chieh Primary

arithmetic

through singing,

Two kindergartens

In 19G0, Lung Ting-i

charac-

After half a year of inand about 95 percent

simple addition and subtraction.
drama performance

help of more than 150 kinds of teaching
d.

in 1958.

150 to 200 characters

knew how to perform

their lessons

began teaching phonetics,

instruments.

Children

and through the

9

in Peking began teaching

made a preliminary

of

phonetics

conclusion

in 19!'>8. lO

of these experi-

ments:
a.

The kindergarten

education

helped children

master

Romanization

of Chinese and learn some 80 to 100 Chinese characters;
b.

The kindergarten

c.

The learning

education

helped children

perform

simple addi-

tion; and

well as their parents
2.

were interested

The Experiment

Curriculum:

In the past,

until they were seven.

was carried

on in the form of plays.

in the kindergarten

l l Ibid.

education.

children

However,

were not allowed to enter primary
beginning in 1958,

Daily, April 9-10,

1960.

Peking,

Kirin,

as

11

of Schooling at Six and Reform of Primary

9 Ibid.
10 People's

Children

School
school
Kansu and
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some other places

began to allow children

the same time when the curriculum

to go to the primary

was reformed.

school at six

Following are some re-

ports on the cxpe r i ment:
a.

According

mary School in Peking,
1958.

to Tu I-fang,

seventeen

kindergartens

forty children

had studied in the kindergarten

Her class received
aged seven.

than the seven-year
six-year

olds class.

Comparison
classes

of schooling at six in

olds.

Among the fo1ty

for two years,

four in the

nine had not received

the same training

The achievements

olds and the seven-year

Table 1.

of forty six-year

for one year and the remaining

vious education.

of the Hungmial Hutung Pri-

her school began the experiment

She taught a class composed

students,

a teacher

as a class

any precomposed

of her class were even better

Following is a comparison

of the results

of the

olds classes:

of the results

of

of the six-year

olds and seven-year

olds

Six-year olds
(average)

Seven-year olds
(average)

Chinese

98. 3

94.6

Mathematics

96.8

96. 1

Increase

of weight

1. 1 kg

1. 0 kg

Increase

of height

3. 43 cm

2. 78 cm
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According

to reports

published

Committee,

Members

of the CC P (see "Definition

Liaoning Province,

guage in the Peikuan Primary
assistance

began to experiment
School of the province

of the Working Group of the Psychological

China Academy of Science.
ing, they finished teaching
school language lessons
students

the 233-word

1,700 characters,

the less intelligent

there were only 1,230 characters

students

for one semester

1959, the school also improved

The Psychological

Science conducted

Research

could memorize

diaries.

They succeeded

an experiment

of the

study and trni

-

In one semeste1·,
on an average

of

all of the
Since

the students

could maintain

who

the level of

were able to write short compositions
the teaching

in finishing one semester
Research
by teaching

12 Kwang Ming Daily, May 9, 1960.
Daily, April 9-10,

Institute

400 characters).

Institute

1960.

courses

and

method of
in one month. 13

of the China Academy of

mathematics

eously in the fifth grade of the Peking Second Experimental

13 People's

1958, under the

could memorize

Those students

c.

in January

in the first four volumes,

methods

Heishan County

with the teaching of lan-

in five weeks.

the second graders.

mathematics.

of Terms'')

They could memorize

(the most intelligent

In October

main-

texts of the first volume of the primary

to the first graders

studied 1,700 characters.

the ne\v teaching

olds classes

Using the method of concentrated

l, 115 characters

received

the six-year

12

taincd this level of achievements.
b.

later,

and algebra
Primary

si multanSchool.

The
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results

were satisfactory.

They found that the teaching of algebra

schools helped students a great deal to solve mathematical
d.

The Experimental

also conducted the experiment
In a summary

Primary

in primary
14

problems.

School of Peking Normal University

of schooling at the age of six.

report of the above mentioned

experiments,

Lu Ting-i

pointed out:
(1) Children

may enter school at six, six and a half,
or seven according to their different physical and mental
conditions; and (2) Much is to improve as to the primary
school teaching methods and materials. 15
3.

tion.

The Experiment

The five-year

of the Five-Year

integrated

education

teen provinces

and municipalities:

kiang,

Kansu,

Shensi,

Tsinghai,

Integrated

Shanghai,
reports

There were only fragmented

on the reform

course

Peking Hutzutung Primary

the schooling period,

simplifying

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid.
May 11, 1960.

Heilung-

Anhwei, Kiangsi,

Hupeh,

were seen about the experiment.

integrated

14 Ibid.

17 Kwang Ming Daily,

Kirin,

of teaching materials.

School condensed the two-year

into one year. 17 The five-year

at shortening

Liaoning,

Kiangsu,

Honan and Kweichow. 16 No detailed

example,

School Educa-

system was tried in the following fif-

Hopei, Shansi,

reports

Primary

education

the original

For

history

system was aimed
teaching materials
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and adding new materials.
primary

schools

primary

school teaching

to carry

out the five-year
4.

tem.

Since the originally

were integrated

In the original

the Chinese Communists

of the Five-Year

in 1958.

The experiment

Take Hunan Teacher's

school began to experiment

Integrated

of the five-year

with the new system

teaching

and mathematics
period.

integrated

School,

5.

system

The

during the
ideological

finished their curriculums

new teaching materials.
Shensi,

The Experiment

Kansu,

of physics,

than the original

People's

Kiangsi,

To reform

.
Daily, April 9-10,

19 Kwang Ming Daily,

Honan and Tsinghai.
Primary

of the five-year

in Shanghai.

by compiling

This kind of experiment

of the Five-Year

The experiment

middle was conducted

18

political

13-16 weeks earlier

started

for instance.

in two classes

and worked out a new teaching program

in Kirin,

Middle School:

course

system

Beginning in April 1960, the school adopted the five-year

7,050, 000-word
conducted

classes

period of each part

integrated

College Secondary

the two experimental

chemistry

Middle School Sys-

The schooling

second term of the 1958 school year with intensified
training;

thought it easier

the middle school was divided into two parts--

the junior and the senior middle schools.
was three years.

in the

system. 18

integrated

system,

junior and senior

and there were too many repetitions

materials,

The Experiment

separated

1960.

July 3, 1960.

the

was also
19

School and Five-Year

primary

school and five-year

the curriculum,

the Shanghai
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Middle and Primary
new textbooks
curriculum

raised

contains

standard

to as high as that of a sophomore
and chemistry

physics

department

of other courses
b.
work provided
c.
was reduced

standards

The proper

of the engineering

department

students

reduction

could be

college,

while

to that of sophomore

of a university.

of the

The standards

of study hours and increase

with more time for self-study;

The length for the primary

The Experiment

in few schools. 21

of Two-Year

Junior

Middle School:

was experimented

four of its classes.

After two years of learning
classes

scores

of various

are listed in Table 2.

People's

.
Daily, April 9-10,

21 Ibid. , June 7, 1960.

the experiment

were graduated

1960.

A two-year

in the Linchin Middle School

This school conducted

The average

and

twelve years to ten years.

of Shansi Province.

of these experimental

of laborers'

school and middle school education

was only experimented

middle school system

20

the new

were also raised;

from the original

demic grade.

As reported,

of a high school graduate

could be raised

or chemistry

This new project
6.

system.

was formed to edit

the following merits:2°

The mathematics

physics

junior

Reform Committee

and set up a new curriculum

system
a.

School Curriculum

of the system

in

from 1958 to 1960, students

with a rather
courses

satisfactory

aca-

in these four classes
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Table 2.

Average scores of various courses
junior middle school at Linchin

Politics

83.8

Algebra

90.2

Geometry

80.0

Chinese

73.1

Physics

89.0

Total average

The average

examined.

composition,

while history
painting,

was 83. 2, a grade higher than that

for class discussion,

In the experimental
and students'

There was also a rearrangement

from one hour every

and geography

were reduced

home work was

from two to three

two weeks to one hour every week;
from three to two hours;

from one hour every week to one hour every two weeks,

the materials

activities.

of ancient history

emphasis

classes,

of the class hours:

from seven to nine hours; algebra,

ranged as extracurricular

istry,

83.2

students of the same school.

Chinese was increased
hours;

grade

grade of all courses

more time was provided
carefully

of a two-year

Average scores

Courses

of the third-year

in four classes

Because of the reduction

were omitted.

singing and
or were ar-

of history

In teaching physics

and chem-

was placed upon the field of teaching and observation.

22 Kwang Ming Daily, May 8, 1960.

hours,

22
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7.

The Experiment

of Two-Year

Senior Middle School:

Middle Sehool of Shansi sta rtect the experiment

of the two-year

school system

classes

three-year

in 1958.

courses

lower as compared
The teaching

in two years,

of teaching

Expunged archaic

b.

Abridged

was reduced

m iddlc

of the school finished

of the three-year

simultaneously.

Concrete

system.

measures

follow:

materials;

extricate

from the original

and repeated

materials.

144 hours to 101 hours,

Chemistry

hours

and physics

study

provided

in other

by 45 hours;
c. Abridged

courses,

materials

senior

grade of 86. 88, only 3. 02

by those classes

were reformed

a.

were reduced

with an average

to 89. 86 scored

materials

for the reform

The four experimental

The Yungchi

for instance,

were omitted

the materials

which were already

the study of soil,

from chemistry

textbooks;

circulation

of oxygen and fertilizers

this kind of material

could be found

in botany textbooks;

d.
Mathematics
chemistry

class

hours,

teaching

materials

could be reduced

to reduce the learning

by 93 hours,

physics

period.

by 80 hours,

and

by 79 hours;
e.

so doing,

Rearranged

Many courses

mathematics

and physica

f.

could be taught in the labor training

class could be reduced by 35 hours,

by five hours;

Intensified

chemistry

By

by 20

and

the teaching

the slide rule and the principles

classes.

of politics.

of rockets

Students were taught to use

and missiles

in the physics

class.
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In total,
.
mg a two-year

each experimental
system.

The Secondary
Oceanic Technology
with a separate
graduating

School of the Shansi Provincial

began the experiment

from the school in 1960.
of literature

period of two years.
a.

to provoke students positivity

classes

Ideological

learning

Intensified

training
teaching

learning

two hours,

affairs

education was intensified

Concrete

measures

were:
of political theories.

of political

theories.

Students were ordered

and

a week, the science

to listen to reports

(CCP) committees

Students were

The literature

the same as that provided in the original

made by the Party

schooling

and help them finish the senior

were given six to eight hours of politics

middle schools.
current

towards

stu-

of this system were:

in a reduced period of two years.

with systematic

arts classes

There were 205 students

The aim of the school was to raise

education:

the ideological
(l)

in 1958.

senior middle school

and science knowledge in a shortened

The ideological

for intensifying

College of Marine and

of a two-year

Specific characteristics

middle school courses

enabl-

23

major of arts and science

dents' standard

provided

class could be reduced by 579 hours,

three-year
on politics

senior
and

and to conscientiously

study Party line and policy;
(2) Intensified
newspapers

study of current

at least thirty minutes daily;

23 1bid.,

May 16, 1960.

affairs.

Students should read
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(3) Intensified the Communist
(4) Intensified
Party activities
b.
classes,

the Party activities.

The arrangement

hours as compared

of curriculum:
history

In the literature

and arts

and geography were increased

to that of the original

studying science and mathematics

three-year

history,

by twelve

school, while hours for

were reduced by eleven hours.

hours for studying Chinese,

five hours,

Students should join in

once each week.

for studying Chinese,

classes,

moral education; and

In the science

and geography were reduced by

while hours for studying science and mathematics

were increased

by five hours.
c.
al policy,

Labor training:

In order to carry through the Party's

labor work must be intensified.

in labor work one day a week.
as compared

This was a 20 percent

to that of the original

Teaching materials

In general,

three-year

students participate
increase

of labor work

senior middle school.

were also rearranged.

Mathematics

materials

the science class were largely the same as those for the three-year
middle.

In the literature

of Chinese literature

and arts classes

was added.

were reduced by one fourth.

but students were trained to properly
graphy courses
art classes,

or the classic
express

the materials

themselves.

history and geography became emphasized
materials

senior

of Chinese

essays were not provided

were omitted from the science classes.

teaching of history and geography,

for

the teaching of the theory and history

In the science class,

Materials

education-

on people's

History and geoWhile in literature

with great care.
production

and
In the

struggle
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and class struggle were provided with Mao Tse-Tung' s thought as a guiding
principle,

with many more up-to-date

and chemistry,

materials

and experiments

and extra-class

It was reported
system was carried
and methods.
examination

concerning

production

were added,

became intensified.
of the two-year

senior middle schoo]

out smoothly as a result of the reform of teaching materials
classes

passed the graduate

experimented

of a Nine-Year

24
Integrated

with the nine-year

middle school and primary

integrated.

examinations.

is that 40 percent of the students passed the en-

of the Central University.

The Experiment

its affiliated

school.

Education:

integrated

Peking Nor-

education system in

The nine-year

education is

To make it convenient for students to join vocational

schools or to find jobs, the nine-year
parts:

In teaching physics

and 86 percent of them passed the college entrance

mal University

basically

activities

All students of the experimental

examination
9.

added.

the agricultural

that the experiment

One thing that is noteworthy
trance

materials

schooling period was divided into two

from the first year to the fifth year in the first section and from the

sixth year to the ninth year in the second section.
integrated

education were arranged
a.

Political

courses:

those above the fifth grade.

of the nine-year

as follows:
materials

on social science were provided for

Labor work was given even to the first graders.

From the fifth to the ninth year,

2\bid.,

The curricula

students were gathered together

October 16, 1960.

to participate
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in labor work for one or two weeks every year.

The length of labor work in

nine years totaled 1,734 hours.
b.

Common knowledge:
(1) Mathematics:

primary

school arithmetic,

Primary

stati sties,

(including the original

senior middle school algebra and part of plane geo-

metry) for the one to six graders;
gral calculus,

school algebra

etc.)

calculus

(including differential

for the ninth graders;

calculus,

and descriptive

inte-

geometry

for the seven to nine graders.
(2)

Foreign languages:

Beginning with the first grade,

learned

one of the following foreign languages:

Spanish.

Beginning with the seventh grade,

language.

Chinese:

students learned

The Chinese phonetics

Beginning with the third grade,

and read Mao Tse-tung'

a second foreign

were taught in the first

students learned

to make compositions

students could master

and could maintain a knowledge of mathematics,

on a level equal to that of a freshman

two foreign lan-

physics and chemistry

of the college of science.

ing hours in nine years were 8,678,

a reduction

the 10,620 hours of the twelve-year

education. 26 The nine-year

system

French and

s poetry and articles,

After nine years of education,
guages,

English,

25
(3)

year.

Russian,

students

was experimented

with in Heilungkiang.

25 Ibid.

26 Kwang Ming Daily, July 10, 1960.

Total school-

of 1,942 hours as compared
integrated

to
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10.
integrated

The Experiment

of Ten-Year

system was experimented

of Honan, Peking,
ments in 1960.

Hupeh and Knasu.

Under a six-month

Integrated

in those provinces
Hupek Province
joint research

an original

plans for the ten-year

maintain the level of a freshman
hours were greatly

hours increased.

and

school teachers,

of the college of science.
reduced and the observation

such as the five-year

grated primary

and self-study

Chinese increased

by 50 per-

were equivalent to original

engin-

primary

the schooling at six, and the system of a

school proved workable.

integrated

As to the other systems

middle school, the two-year

senior middle school, the nine-year

school with a separate

In both systems,

it is probable that the teaching of words

in the kindergarten,

integrated

could

27

Among all the experiments,
and arithmetic

In one

level of

In the other plan, a graduate

physics and chemistry

eering college freshmen.

the two-year

Wuhan University,

system were worked out.

As to the teaching materials,

cent, mathematics,

five-year

began to conduct experi-

a graduate of the new system could maintain an academic
senior middle school graduate.

classroom

and municipalities

and two hundred middle school and primary

two types of educational
of the plans,

The ten-year

conducted by the faculties

and students of the Central China Normal College,
Hupeh University,

System~

major of literature

and middle school,

integrated

and science,

primary

and middle

and the ten-year

all were under experiment.

27 Kwang Ming Daily, July 10, 1960.

junior middle school,

inte-

These systems,
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although perhaps not applied,
Chinese Communist
shows the Communist

educational

gave a blueprint

of the development

reform between 1958 and 1963.

China education system in 1963.

of the
Figure 4
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CHAPTER V
LEADERSHIP AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
(MIDDLE SCHOOLS AS A CASE STUDY 1952-1960)

Section I.

1.

Leadership

Regular

The "Provisional

with the regulations

or Bureaus

and suspension
people's

tral People's

of middle schools.

that:

Government,

of Culture and Education or provinces
The establishment,

the De-

or municipalities
change in organ-

of middle schools could be approved of by provincial

governments

with an information

copy submitted

the provincial

commissioners

or county people's

Department

of administrative

governments

of Culture and Education

districts,

with the leadership

or provincial

city

of the middle schools in

the area under their jurisdiction.

111Provisional

Ministry

of Education,

Regulations for Middle Schools,"
March 1952, Peking.

promulgated

or

to the Cen-

Government.

When necessary,
could entrust

of the Central

of the Depart-

or municipalities.

for Middle Schools" 1 provides

Regulations

took unified leadership

municipal

Relations

of Culture and Education in provinces

In accordance

ization,

Middle School

middle schools were under the unified leadership

ments (or Bureaus)

partments

Regular

by the
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The establishment,
schools established

change in organization,

by operational

ministries

could be approved by those ministries

and suspension

of the Central Government

concerned

and an information

sent to the Ministry of Education; the establishment,
and suspension
municipal

of those schools established

People's

departments

Governments

concerned

Governments

tion through the Departments
routine administration
operational
tives,

could be recommended

shoaling system,

schools could be under the leadership
ments or Bureaus

the Ministry

to public institutes

of higher learning,

and Education concerned.

affiliated

of the concerned
to the educational

and moral training

change in organization,

the guidance of the provincial

municipal

People's

In addition to the

of the provincial

or municipal

Departments

and suspension

of higher learning

of Education for information.

cerned institutes

by the operational

objecin these
Depart-

of Culture and Education concerned.

The establishment,
schools affiliated

pertaining

teaching program

or

to the Ministry of Educa-

of Culture and Education.

all the matters

of provincial

or municipal

which was under the leadership

departments,

policy,

by departments

copy submitted

copy was

change in organization,

and approved by the provincial

with an information

of middle

of the middle

could be reported

to

In addition to being led by the con-

these middle schools could also accept

or municipal

Departments

The guidance relationship

or Bureaus of Culture

between provincial

or

or Bureaus of Culture and Education and middle schools

to normal universities

or colleges

could be stipulated

separately.
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It should be noted, however,
Regulations"
leadership

that the aforementioned

"Provisional

was only a draft and has never been formally promulgated.
relation

was finalized in 1954 when the Administrative

published the "Directive

Concerning

Secondary Education."

The directive

the Improvement

The

Council

and Development of

said:.

The educational administrative
organizations at various
levels shall further intensify their leadership of middle schools.
Currently provincial (municipal) departments (bureaus) should
direct their main efforts toward intensifying the leadership of
middle schools.
Under the principle of unified leadership and
decentralized
administration,
middle schools in provincial
cities should be administered by the provincial cities concerned,
and those in counties (cities) should also be gradually administered by the counties concerned.
This directive
departments
statute,

indicated that the authority of provincial

or bureaus

was identical to that provided for by the provisional

but the administrative

functions of provincial

over the middle schools under their jurisdictions
scribed.

this writer's

were also put under the leadership
study finds that the leadership

went a substantial
the educational
mittees
schools,

cities and counties

were more specifically

Later in 1958, middle schools established

ment agencies

and municipal

by some central

of provinces.

relations

pre-

govern-

However,

of middle schools under-

change after 1958: the authority of the party expanded and

administrative

made decisions

units power declined.

on the establishment

though as a formality

the decisions

After 1958, party com-

and changes in the organization
were referred

to the higher

of
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educational

administrative

factories,

mines,

organizations

enterprises

for approval.

or communes

only the approval of the Party committees
committees

even determined

It is interesting
regular

education.

Committees

The Spare-Time
ministrative

at their own level.

Education Committees

there were spare-time

included educational

units in charge of industry,

educational

agriculture,

Formerly,

solved to adopt the "principal

Regulations
principal.
assistant
Prefect
academic

principal

Section under him.
schools,

was sufficiently

the regular

as the situation

staff instead.

units and other ad-

spare-time

and

education was taken

system"

incorporated

Chinese Communists
for the regular

required.

middle

in the duties of the
and an

Under the principal,

of General Affairs.

re-

into the "Provisional

middle school had a principal,

and in some schools,

The former

there was a
took charge of

had an Academic Section and a Student

The latter handled administrative

there was no Prefect

Government.

Organization

responsibility

of Studies and a Prefect
affairs,

Education

and communications

for Middle Schools (Draft)" and was reflected
At that time,

from

departments.

School Administrative

This resolution

The Party

education is separate

In the First Secondary Education Conference,

school.

they needed

of various levels except in the Central

were led by the Party committees.

2.

schools,

when

the schooling system and curricula.

From 1960 onward,

care of by regular

established

to note that spare-time

in governments

For instance,

of General Affairs,

activities.

In some

but rather an administrative

The class was the teaching unit under the supervision

of a Form
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Master.

In addition,

there were staff members

tory and instrument
Communists

storage.

in leadership,

in work efforts,

was rather ununiform.

Assistant

Principal

and kept Prefects

cancelled

the prefects

and established

assume

Office of School Affairs concurrently.

to personnel
principal.

the full-time

secretary

some

one for

some had the Assistant

the responsibilities

Principal

of the Director

for

of the

Under that office, there were staff
affairs.

assistant

Since the student
cadres

under directly

were changed

leadership

of the

2 Since there was no moral training unit in the school, this work was

actually undertaken

by Party and CYL organizations

tions of the key members
a.
adopted,

Principals,

Party and CYL affairs

and personnel

as

the Office of School Affairs to take care

in charge of studies and administrative

section was removed,

The revised

Some schools established

but added two Assistant

General Affairs additionally

in division of func-

of Studies and General Affairs;

studies and the other for general affairs;

members

indistinct

and difficult to coordinate.

school organization

of all school administration,

labora-

This set-up was soon revised as the Chinese

found it diversified

tions, decentralized

in charge of library,

After the "principal
authority

increased,

(1) On the basis of personal
vities of the school and represented
2 Teachers

Func-

of the middle school were as follows:

Principal.

the principal's

and form masters.

Journal

(Peking,

system"

was

His functions were:
responsibility,

the school.

1956).

responsibility

he led all acti-
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(2) Implemented

teaching programs

and guidelines

of teaching.

(3) Inspected the work of teachers.
(4) Reviewed the academic

achievement

(5) Led the teaching activities,
study of politics,

of the students.

and the staff and faculty's

duties and culture.

(6) Led the physical

culture activities

of all members

of the

school and paid attention to the health conditions of the students.
(7) Approved the schedule and school regulations

and super-

vised their implementation.
(8) Completed the enrollment

and graduation

programs

of the

school.
(9) Reviewed and approved the students'
People's

applications

for

Scholarships.
(10) Handled the school funds and safeguarded

school properties.

(11) Organized the welfare work of the students and teachers.
The writer's
a.

note:

After 1958, Chinese Communists

schools accept the leadership
garding the schools.

of the secretary

Hence, the principal

stipulated

that all middle

of the Party committees

re-

actually was under the control of

the Party secretary.
b.

Board of Directors.

Governing the Boards of Directors

According to the "Executive

Statute

of Middle Schools and Normal Schools"
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published by Chiangsu Provincial

Government

in 1957, the Board of Directors

had the following tasks and organization:
(l) Tasks:
mittee and people's

Under the unified leadership

council,

the board of directors

of local Party com-

of the school accomplished

the following tasks:
(a) Studied and thoroughly carried
government's

policies,

decisions

and directives

out the Party and the

on middle school and normal

school education.
(b) Discussed
work summaries,

and reviewed the school's

funds, budget and final accounts,

work programs,

and necessary

administra-

tive regulations.
(c) Supervised
various administrative
of teachers

regulations

and other personnel

the execution of the work programs
of the school, presided

on the implementation

taught objectives,

taught methods and practiced

affiliated primary

schools (or kindergartens),

work and activities,

and studied the political

and the health conditions

teachers

and supervised

the work of
of Communist

in the school on the students'
thinking,

the employment,

under the jurisdiction

vanced deeds of the work personnel
outstanding

of teaching programs,

academic

achievement

of the students.

(d) Discussed
of the work personnel

over the reports

studied the reports

Youth League branch and the Young Vanguards

and

promotion and punishment

of the school,

reviewed the ad-

of the school, and evaluated and selected

and advanced workers.
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(e) Discussed

promotion or repeating

studC'nl8 ns well as their graduation
(f) Discussed
fessional

and punishment.
measures

for elevating the political

ment in accordance

with the regulations
(h) Discussed

(2) Organization:
the Principal,

Assistant

League Branch,

the master

tives of teachers.

recommended
teachers

Prefect

and selected

was composed of

of Studies and General Affairs,

Chairman of the Basic Committee

responsible

of affiliated

The Principal

and vice-chairman

of the higher officials.

The Board of Directors

Principal,

Workers,

work to the govern-

other major activities.

of the Party Committee,

Union of Educational

chairman

and pro-

level of school personnel.
(g) Reported the status of the school's

Secretary

of studies by the

persons

schools,

and Assistant

of the Board,

of the Communist

Youth

and one to three representaPrincipal

and teachers'

by the school leadership

who had rich experience

of the

were the de facto
representatives

were

from among those righteous

in teaching and in other education work.

the decision was subject to the approval of county or city People's

But,

Council.

(3) Board Meetings:
(a) The Board of Directors
meeting was convened by the chairman.
when the chairman
or more directors.

deemed it necessary

met once or twice a month.

Emergency

meetings

The

could be held

or when it was jointly moved by three
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(b) Detailed minutes

should be kept for every board meeting.

(c) The Board meeting could adopt resolutions
1

were two-thirds
publicized

of the directors

present.

The resolutions

adopted could be

and executed by the principal.
(4) When necessary,

staff and faculty members
The above-stated

the Board could invite or designate

to be present

lective leadership

was in essence

collective

the leadership

major problems
organization

of guidelines,

However,

of the CCP.

For example look

policies,

in this school were all discussed

before they were referred

tors for discussion

invested in the

leadership.

at the Middle School affiliated with Nanking Normal College.
ported that the implementation

other

at the meeting. 3

statute shows that the great authority

school board was designed to exercise

a puppet,

when there

the col-

Communists

and the disposition

reof

and studied by the Party

to at the meeting of the Board of Direc-

and thorough implementation.

The Principal,

then, became

and the Party boss became another man that could make arbitrary

decisions.
c.

Teaching Research

Teaching Research
of Education

Group:

Group of Middle School (Draft)" published by the Ministry

in 1957 provided that:
(1) The Teaching Research

organization

The "Statute Governing the Work of

(not an administrative

4 The Middle School Teacher

Group was a teaching research

organization)

of the teachers

(Kiangsu Education

Press,

of various

1957).
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courses.

Its task was to organize

the teachers

summarize

and exchange teaching experiences,

ideological

and professional

for teaching

research

work,

and elevate the teachers'

level so as to improve the quality of education.

(2) The work of the Teaching Research
(a) a study of guidelines,

Group included:

policies

and directives

pertain-

ing to middle school education;
(b) study of teaching objectives,

teaching materials

and

teaching methods;
(c) integration
tional theories

and specialized

of teaching work and investigation

scientific

(d) summarizing
in directing

extra-curricula

knowledge; and

and exchanging experiences

research

group.

could join a teaching

If the course

research

of the same course

and leading the work of the group.
Prefect

and leader of the teaching

The Academic

Course Committee

to the Teaching Research

4 People's

research

He was not a major administrabut an

work of the group. 4 (Note:

in the specialized

May 1957.

Group took charge of

of Studies and teachers,

Group in the regular

Education,

they

group in related courses.

tive cadre between the Principal,
organizer

could organize

had less than three teachers,

(4) The chief of the Teaching Research
organizing

in teaching and

activities.

(3) Three or more teachers
a teaching

of educa-

middle school was identical

middle school).
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d.

Form Master:

According

ing the Work of Form Masters
vincial Government,
(l)

to the "Provisional

Statute Govern-

in Middle Schools" published by Kiangsu Pro-

the Form Master:
Maintained

contact with teachers

studied to understand

the conditions

health of the students

in his class to obtain information

his work--he

was responsible

ize the class

into a united fraternal
(2) Organized

of ideology,

of all courses,

study, discipline,

for all the students of his class and should organbody;

extra-curricular

and off-campus

(3) Closely watched the attitudes
by the students,

students and the classroom
poor students,

life and

which was the basifl r,f

the students of his class and led the students to participate

quality of learning

constantly

situation

with

in manual labor;

toward learning

systematically
itself,

activities

inspected

and the .

the presence

of

studied the learning problems

of

and helped them improve their study methods in coordination

with teachers;
(4) Constantly
cultivated

the students'

aged students

himself with the health of students,

good habits of personal

to actively participate

tional activities,
boarding

concerned

and assisted

and public hygiene,

in physical training,

the units concerned

cultural

with directing

encourand recrea-

the work of

students;
(5) Enthusiastically

organizations

helped and guided the work of such campus

as the student associations,

young vanguards;

Communist

Youth League and the
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(G) Maintained
visiting and communicating
change information

contact with the parents

with parents

about the students'

and calling

of students

(such as

PTA meetings)

to ex-

study and behavior

with

the parents,

and study with them how to improve the education;
(7)

Organized

and solve the problems

and led the meetings

concerning

of the class to discuss

study, daily living and ideological

edu-.,._.

tion;
(8) Evaluated

the students'

(9) Attended the classes,
ment,

and submitted

recommendations

moral conduct;
participated

in practice

for improvement

and experi-

of teaching

in coor-

dination with teachers;
(10) Submitted opinions and recommendations
and Prefect

of Studies on the award and punishment

The aforementioned
that year,
committee.

statutes

to the Principal

of students

were all published

before 1958.

the middle school was placed under the leadership
And the principal

in his class.
After

of the Party

became only a nominal administrator

of the

school.

Section II.
1.

Leadership

Middle School

Relations

The administrative
provided

Technological

leadership

for in the Administrative

5 The Middle School Teacher,

of the technological

Council's

"Directive

No. 8, 1957.

middle school was
Concerning

5
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Reorganization
1952.

and Development of Technological

Middle School'' published in

It said:
Various technological middle schools should be jointly
led by educational and operational departments of the people's
governments at various levels under the principle of unit. Matters pertaining to the educational policies, systems, teaching
program for ordinary courses, national general installation
plans, enrollment plans and other problems concerning the
principles of education which were decided upon by the Ministry
of Education of the Central People's Government with the exception of the technical schools in the military system.
The
educa tiona 1 departments of loca 1 people's govern men ts led the
technological middle schools in their areas to thoroughly implement the decisions of the Ministry of Education of the Central
People's Government.
Decisions regarding school establishment, change in organization,
suspension, delineation of courses, enrollment,
professional course programs,
experimentation, practice, expenditure, personnel assignment,
distribution
of graduates, and other routine administrative
affairs, were
made by operational departments concerned in principle.
All
new technological middle schools in various areas should be
established in accordance with the above-mentioned principle.
Those existing technological middle schools (including the private ones) under the leadership of the educational departments
of the people's governments in various areas should adjust their
leadership in a progressive and prepared manner in accordance
with the above-mentioned principles.
Before the change in the
governing relationships,
an interim measure should be adopted
to intensify the contact between the educational departments and
technological schools.
In order to intensify the leadership of
the technological middle school, educational departments of the
Central Government, large administrative
districts,
and provincial and municipal people's governments should coordinate with
the concerned units at the same level to organize technological
middle school educational committees to study and solve major
problems related to technological education.
The statute governing the organization of technological middle school educational
committees would be provided for separately.
Those operational
agencies of the Central Government, large administrative
districts and provincial and municipal people's governments that
had heavy educational duties should intensify or establish
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technologica 1 education administrative
sections; and those
that had less c<lucational duties should designate special
staffs to administer this type of education. )
In 1954 the leadership
a.

were again adjusted:

Under the unified leadership

tion and the Central
be administered
central

relations

Government,

various

by the operational

operational

ministries

and di rcct leadership

concerned

efficiency.

according

In principle,
centralized,

U.
unified,

In practice,

to the situation

Telecommunications,
General

of Heavy Industries,

Ministries

tion, Communications,

of Fuel Industry,

Railways,
Geology,

Forestry,

they
and work

Building,

Finance,

direct leadership

middle schools under their jurisdictions

Water Conserva-

Light Industry,
Culture,

Food, Foreign

and should not entrust

culture

6 Hsin Hua Yueh Pao Monthly,

May 1952.

and

cadres

the responsibility
needed by local

in a unified manner by the central

concerned.

Post and

of the work of specialized

The financial and economic

should be cultivated

Second Ministries

Bank of China, and physical

should exercise

to lower echelon personnel.

First,

Textile Industry,

Office of People's

commission

governments

concerned.

of the schools:

of Machine Building,

sports

of Higher Educa-

middle schools were to

should exercise

to heighten leadership

(1) Ministries

Trade,

specialized

ministries

should make the following arrangements
requirement

of the Ministry

ministries
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(2) The Ministry
provincial
tration

(municipal)

of Commerce

Departments

of commercial

(Bureaus)

should temporarily
of Commerce

middle schools that had a few specialized
the time being, directly

administered

of Agriculture

of Agricultural

to take charge of educational

of provincial

That ministry

b.
Central

schools

or municipal

cadres

The minister

Government

Departme.

departments

of the Ministry

The concerned

provin-

an education

concerned

branch

and establish

or a department
to administer

leadership.

(bureau),

indus-

and muncipalities.

of operational

should take leadership
a division

for direct

in charge

the intermediate-level

provinces

or a vice-minister

in the current

of a special ministry

and distribute

needed by various

personally

in their ministries,

t

schools could be placed under the

After the establishment

bureau or division of education
schools.

Government.

for

affairs.

could plan, cultivate

schools concerned

(municipal)

they could be put under that ministry

trial and technical

and medical

these schools were,

in their own organizations

(4) The local industrial

of local industry,

courses,

by provincial

or Health of the Central

state of development.

of agricultural

or Health under the unified leadership

cial or burC'aus could establish

leadership

with the adminis-

middle schools.

(3) As there were large numbers

(Bureaus)

entrust

ministries

of specialized
department

of the

middle

or branch of

or branch of schools in their
the work of specialized

middle

lOG
c.

The Ministry

of Higher Education was responsible

ing unified guidance of specialized
try.

Regardless

pertinent

of leadership

to specialized
(1)

the development

relations,

the Ministry

Planned for dealing with the various

had the following duties

problems

middle schools and submits

pertaining

to

its plans to the

Council for review.
(2) Prepared

schools

middle school education of the whole coun-

middle schools in the nation:

of specialized

Administrative

for provid-

in accordance

the general

enrollment

with the recommendations

plan for specialized

of operational

middle

ministries

con-

cerned.
(3) Stipulated
schools and the organization
with the recommendations
list of specialties

prepared

of specialized
(5)

of courses

ministries

concerned

and based on the

directives

concerning

enrollment

and graduation

middle courses.

Approved teaching programs.
and textbooks

for ordinary

courses.

(7) Prepared
directives

middle

by the State Planning Commission.

(6) Approved the teaching guidelines
and basic technical

for specialized

offered by these schools in accordance

of operational

(4) Prepared
of students

the list of specialties

concerning

various

necessary

regulations,

the teaching work of specialized

systems

middle schools.

and
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The establishment and suspension of specialized
middle schools could be recommended by the concerned
operational ministries,
reviewed by the Ministry of Education, and approved by the Administrative
Council.
The school properties including the buildings, equipment and appliances all became the property of the state.
The transfer of these properties,
if between schools under
the same operational ministry, were approved of by the ministry concerned; if the transfer was for another purpose or
to another operational ministry, it was reviewed by the Ministry of Higher Education and approved of by the Administrative Council. 7
In the above-stated
schools had two superior
operational

ministries.

local operational
the industrial

two directives,

one can find the specialized

offices directing
In some cases,

departments

them; the Ministry of Education and
there were three superior

besides the two mentioned above.

school in Tientsin was first under the leadership

Municipal Bureau of Regional Industries
Regional Industries

of Tientsin

Council.

offices: the
For example,

of Tientsin

and the Administrative

of North China Administrative

under the leadership

middle

Bureau for
Later it was put

Municipal Bureau of Heavy Industry and

Third Ministry of Machine Building.

In 1956, it was placed under the Tientsin

Municipal Bureau of Mechanical

and Electrical

Electrical

In all cases it was subject to dual leadership.

Equipment Industry.

Under this system,
away to exercise

the ministries

pertinent

had neither competent
7

in the Central

leadership,

staff nor experience

Education,

and the Ministry of

Government

were too far

and the local operational
for the administration

.

People's

Industries

November 1954.

departments
because of the
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limited number of schools under them.
became nobody's business,

As a result,

everybody's

and schools developed into independent kingdoms.

At that time not only education was divorced from practice,
ing and administrative

business

but also the teach-

work in the schools became a confused state of affairs.

This chaotic situation led to the sending down of schools in 1958.
The sending down came in August 1958, when Chinese Communists
announced the transfer

of 154 of the 252 specialized

under the leadership

of operational

regional operational

departments

1,318 specialized
of the 114 technical
concerned

ministries

of the Central Government

for administration.

middle schools including normal
workers

operational

schools,

ministries,

faculty and finances were affected.

middle schools originallv

originally

to

At that time there were
schools.

Meanwhile 75

under the leadership

of the

were also sent down and their staff,
The announcement,

however,

did not men-

tion to what level the schools were sent.

Clues to this were found in one of

People's

who said:

Daily articles

by a commentator

To strengthen the leadership of specialized middle
schools is an urgent task in the current stage. Last year
(1958) there were many specialized middle schools sponsored by local governments.
At the same time, various
ministries of the Central Government sent down a number
of specialized middle schools, and all the existing schools
were augmented.
This has made the teaching work more
complicated and administration
more difficult.
Therefore,
the leadership of specialized middle schools must be
strengthened.
For this, various provinces, municipalities,
and special administrative
districts should establish special
organs to administer the specialized middle schools; the related operational departments or bureaus should strengthen
their supervision and leadership of the schools.
And the
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various ministries of the Central Government, besides
strengthening their leadership,
should also render assistance and guidance to the specialized middle schools
sponsored by local governments. 8
According

to this article,

the administration

of specialized

schools was sent down to the special administrative

district,

school affairs

revision

rollment,

including the offering of specialties,

and assignment

local governments,
and guidance--a

of graduated

while the Central

of unified leadership

2.

School Administrative

According
School,"

9

Functions
a.
the principal,

only provided assistance

tional department

Statute of the Specialized
the administrative

The leader of the specialized
and discharge
and reported

The principal

Middle
organ-

and the Ministry

Daily, September

to the Ministry

of Higher Education.

6, 1959.

9 Kwang Ming Daily, October 6, 1954.

middle school was

were decided on by the con-

was responsible

as follows:
8 People's

levels.

and units listed are as follows:

organization,

cation for information.

to as the

Organization

whose appointment

cerned operational

referred

middle school is shown in Figure 5.

of the officials

Principal.

en-

Government

by the Chinese Communists,

ization of the specialized

of courses,

were all taken ca re of b

and control by different

to the "Constitutional

published

and ali the

students,

system that the Chinese Communists

integration

middle

of Higher Edu-

to the affiliated

opera-

His functions were

Principal

Board of Directors
Secreta
Assistant Principal
Genera 1 Affairs

Assistant Principal
for Studies

General Affairs
De artment

Guards

Medical
Office

Gen. affair
Personnel

Figure 5.

Section
Chief

Academic
Support
Personnel
Library
Curator
and clerks;
Practice
Assistants;
Researcher;
Laboratory
Research
Assistant

Form
Master

The administrative
organization
of Communist China in 1954

of the specialized

Party
Groups

Comm.
Youth
Lea e

Worker's
Union

middle school

.....
.....
0
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(1) Led all activities
on the basis of personal

of the school and represented

the school

responsibility.

(2) Implemented

the teaching programs

and teaching objectives.

(3) Inspected the work of the teachers.
(4) Examined the academic
(5) Led students,
politics,

professional

staff,

records

of students.

faculty and workers

knowledge and culture.

(6) Led the physical culture activities
pays attention

to the health conditions

of the whole school and

of students.

(7) Approved the school's
supervised

in the study of

schedule and the regulations,

and

their implementation.
(8) Was responsible

for the enrollment

and graduation

pro-

grams of the school.
(9) Evaluated and approved
ance with the directive

of the Ministry

People's

for Students.

Scholarships

"people's

scholarships"

in accord-

of Higher Education concerning

(10) Handled the funds of the school and safeguards

the

the school

property.
(11) Organized
b.

Assistant

of the Assistant
the principal
responsible

the welfare work of students and teachers.

Principal

Principal

for Studies.

of a specialized

and discharge

middle school was recommended

and approved by the operational
to the principal

The appointment

and the operational

department

concerned.

department,

by

He was

and led academic
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organs,

teaching and productive

practice

in the school.

His specific

func-

tions were as follows:
(1) Organized

and led the study of teaching methods,

and in-

spects the teaching work.
(2) Prepared

the schedule and examination

plane,

and super-

vises their implementation.
(3) Organized

and leads student's

learning

practice

and produc-

tive practice.
(4) Supervised

the education

in political

ideology for the stu-

dents.
(5) Led the work of the course committees.
(6) Led and supervised
tories

and practice

practice

fac-

farms.

(7) Organized
the professional

the work of library,

and led the work concerning

level of teachers

and academic

(8) Acted as the principal

the elevation

of

support personnel.

when the principal

was absent from

school.
c.

Assistant

Principal

for General Affairs.

Those specialized

middle schools that had over five hundred students could establish
tant Principal
establish
dismissal

for General Affairs;

a Prefect

of General

of assistant

cipal and approved

principal

those that had less than five hundred could

Affairs.

In either case,

the appointment

or the prefect were recommended

by the operational

an Assis-

department

concerned.

and

by the prin-
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The specific duties of the Assistant

Principal

for General Affairs

were as follows:
(1) Led general

affairs

organs of the school.

(2)

Led the work of construction

(3)

Provided the necessary

and repair of school buildings

and facilities.

rooms,

laboratories,

offices,

practice

factories,

Managed the boarding and.lodging

(4)

staff and workers

research

equipment and materials

for cla~9-

and practice

for students,

farms.

faculty,

and other welfare activities.

(5) Supervised

the policing and sanitary

care of the campus

and guides the work of the medical clinic.
(6) Led in the education of the service
(7) Supervised
d.
composed
selected

Section.

of several

The section was a teaching administrative

specialties

were recommended

department

concerned.

of a related nature.

methods,

of important

by the principal

The section chief was

courses.

His appointment

and

and approved of by operational

led the teaching work of his section and the study of

and organized

the learning practice

(2) Insured the implementation
ing guidelines.

organization

The specific duties of the section chief were as follows:

(1) Directly

teaching

the work of guards and security.

from among the teachers

dismissal

personnel.

and productive

of teaching programs

practice.
and teach-
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(3) Prepared

the materials

and information

needed for prepara-

tion of schedules.
(4) Inspected the academic

achievement

and discipline

of stu-

dents of his section.
(5) Led the work of the form masters.
(6) Led the work of the course committees
e.

Course committee.

of a course or several
three teachers,

for Studies.

and practice

mined by the operational

in accordance

of Higher Education.

chairman

who was selected

from among member

appointed

by the principal.

for Studies.

whole semester

and for the hours,

the work of the teachers,
and farms,

teachers

preparing

teachers'

reviewing

students'

research

offices,

the teaching guidelines
departments.

of the committee

leadership

a

established

and

of his com-

approved by the Assistant

studying teaching guidelines,

compiling and translating
them by the operational

discussing

was deter-

The committee

The specific duties of the course committee
education,

should include a11 the

with the teaching program

took direct

with the work program

of teaching and ideological

factories

The chairman

of the Assis-

Its establishment

approved of by the Ministry

mittee in compliance

Composed of not less than

of the committee

of the course.

department

by teachers

worked under the leadership

Constituents

assistants

was organized

of a related nature.

the course committee

tant Principal
teachers

courses

The committee

of his section.

Principal

were discussing

methods

lesson plans for the

academic

records

laboratories,

and

practice

textbooks and references,
and materials

as entrusted

to
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f.

School Affairs Conference.
(1) Cha ired by the principal,

the Assistant

Principal

tions, all teachers,
sentatives
necessary,

for Studies and General Affairs,

directors

of the Party,
the presence

could be requested.
who was selected

the conference

of academic

Worker's

support organizations,

of the representative

(2) The School Affairs Conference

for the new academic
demic records,
and ideological

learning

and productive

education of students,

course committees,
heighten the political

summarized

discussed

the students'

of various

aca-

discipline

sections and

support organizations,

levels of teachers

the work

the preparations

health conditions,

the work reports

the work of the academic
and professional

primarily

practices,

by the princi-

year.

year and each semester,

year and new semester,

a secretary

term.

met as directed

(3) The School Affairs Conference

When

department

could establish

pal, but it convened at least three times in an academic

of the academic

Youth League.

to serve a one-year

sec-

and repre-

of the operational

The School Affairs Conference

plan and summaries

chiefs of various

Union and Communist

from among the teachers

was composed of

how to

and other members

of

the school, and other important problems.
(4) Resolutions
upon approval

of the School Affairs Conference

went into effect

by the principal.
(Writer's

note:

Middle School" was published,

When the "Constitutional
the "principal's

Statute of the Specialized

responsibility

system"

was in
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effect,

hence,

the principal

But, after the reform

had great power in administering

of the school system

Committee

and the State Council stipulated

leadership

of the Party committees,

reduced.

the school.

in 1958, when the CCP Central
that all schools

the principal's

should accept the

power was dramatically
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CHAPTER VI
CRITICISM

The preceding
Communist

chapters

China, including its history and its leadership.

devoted to a discussion
A.

of the advantages

Outwardly,

by an emphasis

school system is characterized

schools according

to different

Those cadres

Thirdly,

not competent

education for cadres

to receive

re-education

nese Communists
ing, photography
every profession.

to raise working ability.

vocational

junior schools planned to offer curricula
industrial

sti11 at

enough for their work or who needed fur-

schools at all levels stressed

dition to the agricultural,

so

upon graduation.

they enhanced the spare-time

ther study had an opportunity

regular

of this system.

These schools provided the students with special training

Secondly,

is

~isplayed in three ways:

they set up various technical

that they could find employment

work.

This chapter

and disadvantages

the Chinese Communist

on vocational education,

First,
occupations.

have given a sketch of the school system in

training.

of vocational

Even the

training.

and art schools they established,

set up schools for the teaching of cooking,
and other professions.

laundry,

In adthe Chibarber-

Their plan was to build a school for

The mission of education was not only to make every indi-

vidual able to earn a living, but also to provide the society with useful men.
There is nothing wrong with the Chinese Communist

effort toward this goal;
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however,

it will not be easy for them to reach this goal.

tions do not allow them to establish
vocational

training.

Moreover,

enough schools for every individual to gain

instead of requiring

pendent thinking and originality

The objective condi-

youths to cultivate

in addition to acquiring

inde-

the ability for employ-

ment as modern education does, they only teach the students to be obedient.
This is reflected
rather

in their emphasis

the segmentation

The graduates

on the specialization

of knowledge which is regulated

for yea rs the students

apparently

B.

half-work

China have been unable to really make

one.

the Chinese Communist

Schools of all types--time
schools,

Furthermore,

Thus, the graduates

regular

of learn-

schools,

schools,

school.

school system was

spare-time

vocational

schools,

schools,
state-run

advanced courses

for the

the students of these schools were interchangeable.

of a spare-time

while those of a half-work

spare-time

This phe-

caused by the minute division of departments

schools and schools run by public bodies--provided

school,

Therefore,

some waste in education.

half-study

students.

China.

in school after their graduation.

As mentioned earlier,

a multi-track

in Communist

by the central authorities.

in Communist

use of what they have learned

ing, constitutes

or

of middle schools and colleges who can not pursue advanced

study must all go into jobs assigned

nomenon,

of professions

school were permitted
half-study

school could be admitted to a

In the same way, the graduates

bodies could enroll in a state-run

school.

to enter a full-time

of a school run by public

For instance,

the graduates

of an
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agricultura
regular

I school,

full-time

and chemistry.
half-study

i.e.,

could apply to a

junior high school after taking an additional test on physics

1 The students of the spare-time

schools and the half-work

schools could enter the advanced classes

junior high schools,
intellectual

a junior vocational school,

of the regular

full-time

since the latter were also open to those who had the same

capacity as the junior high school graduates.

Outwardly,

this sys-

tem was quite adaptable to the students,

under which everyone was able to con--

tribute his talent to society.

however,

mentioned

crats of the cadres

disbanded,

and their children,

and peasants'

specifically

As

intensive

for the new aristo-

who could even finish their college

Today, although these schools have long been

other means are still adopted to assert

First,

the privilege

of the cadres

education.
a screening

by the Party members
political

would be extremely
factory

China were established

in these schools.

to monopolize

student's

is not so optimistic.

in Chapter II of this study, the workers'

schools in Communist

education

The truth,

of the students'

admission

before the school enrollment.

background was considered

qualifications

was held

In the screening

in the first place.

the

Thus,

it

difficult for those whose "file bags" indicate an unsatis-

record to be accepted by the schools.
Secondly,

only Party members

without taking an entrance
1Broadcast

examination

of Shansi People's

have the chance to be sent to school
beforehand

or having priority

Radio Station,

July 7, 1962.

over
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other students.·

This policy might eventually

Party members

of their opportunities

hers'

drain those who were not

to receive

education as the Party mem-

chances are increased.
Thirdly,

cial aid.

the Party members

In other words,

have the privilege

those who are not members

to receive

of the Chinese Commun-

ist Party and not rich enough have little chance to go to school.
demonstrates

that the Chinese Communist

Chinese Communist

C.

All this

School system only benefits the

Party.

The other characteristic

is abolishment

some finan-

of compulsory

of the Chinese Communist

education.

school system

Lu Ting-i once pointed out:

The goal of bourgeois education is the so-called compulsory education, i.e., people are forced to receive education. This education, however, is only limited to secondary
education.
Higher learning is excluded...
. The goal of our
education is totally different.
We will popularize and raise
the standard of the education for all people ... eliminate the
difference between brain labor and physical labor. This is
much better than compulsory education. 2
According
carded compulsory
secondary

to this passage,

it seems that the Chinese Communist

education because

it is not good enough in popularizing

education and that they have an even higher ideal--to

raise the standard
2 People's

of education

dis-

for all people.

Daily, April 10, 1960.

only

popularize

This is an impractical

ideal,

and
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because

the enforcement

in the modern world.
trial and economic
strong,

For instance,
years,

stron[!; citizens

in England the regulated

in Japan and Germany

regardless

nine years,

in France

The essence

of race,

social rank,

institution.

stand on the line of equality to receive
though upholding socialism,

priving a part of the children

is so

another

educa-

education

of compulsory

religious

is tPn

eight years and in the

education.
belief,

education

Children

in every

sex and economic

number of years of primary

education

That is to say, every man ought to
education.

abolished

in Communist

In 1958, through Lu Ting-i's

forth in particular

indus-

and enhance national strength.

of men as equals in receiving

in the same sort of learning

D.

more complex,

period of compulsory

status equally should be given a certain

munist,

.tendency

is inclined to extend the period of compulsory

United States eight to twelve years.

country,

is a prevalent

are fabulous and the tide of nationalism

to cultivate

is the recognition

education

Today, as social life becomes

advances

every country

tion, attempting

of compulsory

compulsory

tne Chinese Comeducation,

thus de-

China of the right to be educated.

report,

basic concept--to

However,

the Chinese Communists

oppose the "principle

put

of estimating

the individual ability of the students before teaching them. 113 Lu said:
In the theory of bourgeois education there is a principle of estimating the individual ability of the students before
teaching them, requiring schools to relieve the students'

3 Lu, Ting-i, "On the Combination of Education and Labor Production,"
(Peking: China Youth Publishing House, 1958).
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burdens and teach them according to their individual ability .
. . . It refuses to treat the students as conscious and active
human beings ....
It favors fatalism, leaving the power of
decision to God and Nature and illtreated the children of the
laboring class.. . . It demands gradual progress...
. This
principle is less (in quantity), slower (in time), worse (in
quality) and more expensive (in money). What we need is one
that is more, faster, better and cheaper respectively.
Thus,
the educational leap-forward becomes necessary.
The new
school system must properly shorten the school years, raise
the academic standard, control the school hours and increase
labor activities. 4
The idea of achieving
However,

"more,

the task of education,

faster,

better and cheaper"

unlike other undertakings,

pected to be promoted within a short period.
Communist
1958.

failure in their educational

During this movement the experiment

dary school system required
primary

and secondary

Peking Normal University
integrated

system,

degree in primary
shortening

exampie is the Chinese

movement beginning in

of a full-time

that kindergarten

school students

students

courses.

it experimented

demanding the teaching of mathematics
schools.

primary

and secon-

read characters,

study university

as an example,

can never be ex-

A striking

leap-forward

is plausible.

Citing the

with a nine-year
from the second

Some schools adopted another experiment

the length of junior high schools from three to two years

What was even more vague was the fact that in some of the half-work
schools a junior school graduate
graduate

and

of

respectively.
half-study

was asked to reach the level of a university

by finishing the major university

courses

in one year.
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It is axiomatic
of schooling,

that the rigc for beginning school,

and the contents of learning

ance with the students'

the number of years

should be properly

physical and mental growth.

arranged

in accord-

To send a child to school

before school age is not good for him and will even harm him both physically
and mentally.

The Chinese Communists,

strate their arrogance

and ignorance

individual ability of the students
sult to the laboring

masses.

matics in kindergartens
Communist

characters.
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carried

out.

cational

standard

provoked objections

E.
Communists

of teaching

Kuan Jui-wu,

pointed out that,

professor
"the primary

It can be ascertained

do not necessarily

workers

of education

in
in

function of a kin-

not to teach them to reac

In the city of Shanghai this program

Finally the writer

the

reading and mathe-

from the educational

the health of the children,

of Communist

of estimating

before teaching them and even taking it as an in-

China as early as 1955.

is to protect

concur they demon-

by opposing the principle

Their experiment

the Peking Normal University,
dergarten

nevertheless,

that this program,

already

has been popularly

instead of raising the edu-

China, will only harm the health of the children.

would like to point to the fact that the Chinese
adhere to the school system they have.

For

instance:
1.

Despite the regulation

mitted only junior school graduates,
5Kwang Ming Daily, September

that the secondary

specialized

schools ad-

many of these schools were still open to

17, 1955.
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primary

school graduates.
2.

the outsiders,

The half-work

half-study

schools

in Communist

it is no doubt that in these schools,

their university

China may to

the youth are able to finish

education while taking part in labor activities.

labor universities

established

However,

in the vicinity of the communes

tended to make use of the youth by enrolling

eventually

those
in-

those aged 17 to 22 undertake

manual ·1abor for the communes.
3.
of the primary
primary

The red and expert schools have claimed
class

in the communes

schools and, at the same time,

to secondary

catch up with the students

for offering both regular

On the other hand, in these schools there

(CC P) Committees

replace

of being red first (Writer's
being both red and expert.

the teaching personnel
Note:

of the senior

raise the level of the advanced class

schools within two years or a year and a half.

these schools are responsible
tion.

to make the members

That is to say,

and vocational

is no classroom
to propagandize

"Red" means "politics")

educa-

and the Party
the theory

and then expert and
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS

From the study of the school system in Communist

China, the writer

has macle the following conclusions:

First
From the foregoing statement,

one can find that the Chinese Communists

had no intention to abide by the school system they established.
system still remained
practice.

as a system and was eventually disregarded

In other words,

of the school system at various

levels.

A disorder

standard

the workers

the writer's

The failure of their experiment

of the five-year

intensive

this

observation

education to
primary

inte-

Apart from this, their attempt to raise the

within a short period could be buffed too.

and peasants

Perhaps

China is .riding for a frustration

really shorten the period of secondary

grated system in 1952 was evidence.

proofs.

However,

that the school system in Communist

nine or ten years.

academic

in the school system was in a

period and a new one was expected to take its place.

if the Chinese Communists

Since

began to have their hands in the decisions

theory was also held by the Maoist center.
indicates

a

in actual

their thinking and action were not identical.

1958 the local Party (CCP) committees

transitional

Therefore,

primary

The concellation

and junior schools was one of its

of

12fi

Second
The Chinese Communists
to attack the Nationalistic
of politics.

had always instigated

Government

the old intellectuals

for using education as the instrument

Once they were in power,

the story was different.

We often hear

that if a man has good knowledge but bad morals,

he is more harmful than if

he has had no good knowledge at all.

the Communists

a man has good knowledge,
but a wrong ideology,

Therefore,

or a good education,

or whatever a man calls it,

he will be more of an obstacle

ment of Communism.

say th t if

The State is not interested

than a help to the advance-

in giving such a man an edu-

cation.
The function of political

education in the eyes of the Communists

be likened to the function of liberal
West, as conceived
Political

since Greco-Roman

education must permeate

its purposes,

contents,

qualification,

etc.

educational

education in the eyes of educators

methods,

In Communist

might

in the

times.
every phase of education,

administration,

student personnel

China, however,

the political

including
and teacher

ends and the

ends were to be identical.

Third
The working class was a general term.
fied to denote the workers,

the peasants

education was to be used for the service

Sometimes

and the soldiers.
of the workers,

the term was ampliIn Communist

peasants,

China,

soldiers

and
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the proletariat.

This meant that educational

given to the working class and children
to the bourgeoisie

and the children

slogan in Communist

China:

geoisie."

in Communist

However,

opportunities

must be first

of the working class

of the bourgeoisie.

"Ra.ise the proletariat;

in preference

One often heard this
liquidate the bour-

China, education was to be given priority

to the working class.

Fourth
In Comm uni st China, the Party's
through its personnel

in charge of propaganda.

ried with it some disfavor
particularly

control over educational

in the non-Communist

it was openly admitted
In Communist

world.

world

of politics.

organ of the Party

for the schools of the area.

school whose duty is to execute the orders

car-

the use of education

But in the Communist

China, the head of the propaganda

was

In the Western world,

that education was used as the instrument

(CCP) is the highest authority

chief.

The term "propaganda"

in the United Kingdom and the United States,

for JX)litical ends is looked upon with contempt.

affairs

of his immediate

The director

of

Party propaganda
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Definition of Terms
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Definition of Terms

Commune:

The type of social and economic structure
in Communist China rural areas since 1958
has been known as the People's Commune.

Confucius:

Confucius was a zealous and devoted scholar,
indefatigable reformer of society.
Chinese
nature was formulated and shaped by him.

CCP:

Chinese Communist

Half-work

half-study

school:

Party.

Half-work half-study schools (half-cultivation
half-study schools) are sometimes simply
called work-study schools.
Some study one
and work another day, while some study and
work in alternative weeks.

Hsiang:

Hsiang is a local administration
unit formerly
composed of a number of villages. Hsiang has
now been converted into a Commune.

Kuo Mo-jo:

Historian, poet, novelist, and President of
the Chinese Academy of Science, is one of the
most versatile literary figures in modern
China (1963).

Liu Shao-chi:

Chairman
(1963).

Lu Ting-i:

Chief of the Propaganda Department of the
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party, and Vice Premier of the State Council
(1960).

Maoism:

The political, social, economic, and military
theories and policies advocated by Mao Tse-tung.

Middle school:

High school.

Normal school:

Teacher

of the People's

training

school.

Republic of China
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Local administm
Peking.

Peiping:
Spare-time

Spare-time schools have been conducted
largely for workers, within the factories of
Communist China. The Chinese Communist
regime officially recognized this situation in
June 1950, when the Government Administration issued "Directives on Developing Sparetime Education for Workers and Staff Members."

school:

One of the Chinese dynasties which was established in 1644 A. D. to the fall in 1911 A. D.

The Ching Dynasty:

The Great Leap Forward

The People's

tive unit.

(1958):

Republic of China:

The Great Leap Forward was inaugurated with
an immense fanfare of "Socialist Competitions"
and campaigns to elicit pledges to work harder
and achieve.
The Great Leap Forward generally applied to the industries in the cities.
The Chinese Communists proclaimed the
People's Republic of China on October 1,
1949, in Peking.

The Republic of China:

The Chinese Nationalists proclaimed the
Republic of China on October 10, 1911 in
Nanking.

Yang Hsiu-feng:

Minister of Education
of China (1960).

of the People's

Republic
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Appendix B
Specialties

Offered in the Secondary
in Communist

*In Chinese

China*

Specialized
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Specialties

Offered in the Secondary Specialized
in Communist

Categories

China

Specialty

of Schools

geology and exploration

mineral

deposit geology and exploration,

coal field geology and exploration,
eum and natural

gas geology and explora-

tion, hydro logic

and engineering

drilling and exploring,
physical

exploration,

metal mineral

petrol-

geology,

terrestrial

and

geology and physics,

deposit exploration,

miner-

al shaft excavation.
mine excavation
administration

and

non-metallic

mineral

deposit excavation,

black (colored) metallic
open-air

mine screening,

mine excavation,

natural gas excavation,
processing,

construction

petroleum

and

coal screening
of mine shaft,

and
mine

surveying.
motive power

boiler installation,
electric

steam engine installation,

net and system at power plants,

water-power
transportation,

equipment

installation

and

electric

appliances

for
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business

and agricultural

industrial

heat treating

operations,

and heat equipment

ship engine installation,

tric railroad

elec-

engine supply, automatic

vice for thermo process
protection

enterprises,

at power plants,

for transmission

and automatic

device,

for power plants,

relay system

chemical

specialist

mining electric

ing, heat specialist

de-

engineer-

for gas generating

fur-

naces.
metallurgy

iron forging,
by electric

steel forging,

furnaces,

steel refining

steel and iron cast-

ing, colored metal and alloys casting,
refining,

scabbed casting and die casting,

colored metal and alloys pressed

machinery

and instruments

manufacturing

sing, steel rolling,

metallography

tallic heat treating,

metallic

metal severing

struction

and me-

welding,

manufacturing,

plant equipment,

equipment,

proces-

heat processing.

and processing,

mining machinery
lurgical

steel

concrete

metalplant

chemical plant equipment,
machinery

and construction

and equipment,

machinery,

concircuit

appliance and

141

machinery

anct instruments

manufacturing

(Con 1 t)

repair

of road-building

tric mechanical

machinery,

vehicle manufacturing,

ternal-combustion

plant equipment,

petroleum

processing

spinning and weaving ma-

chinery manufacturing,

lathes

manufacturing,

leum plant equipment,

manufnctnring

petroleum

natural gas well equipment,

manu-

steam engine

wheel manufacturing,

car manufacturing,

installation

motor

wheel manufacturing,

motor car manufacturing,
turing,

precise

tools manufacturing,

manufacturing,

manufacturing,

ma-

and apparatus

agricultural

steam turbine

petro-

mine-exploring

instruments

facturing,

anc

artificial

chinery study, boiler manufacturing,
calculating

i .-

engine study, diesel

engine manufacturing,

instruments

elec-

tractor

and repair

manufac-

of lathe,

equipment controlling

and calculating

instru-

ments and automation

of production,

hydrolic

. machinery
pressing

manufacturing,
engines

calculating,

press

cooling and com-

manufacturing,
machines

mechanical

manufacturing

I 12

petroleum

and natural

transportation,
electric

electric

engine

and

ship engineering.

engine manufacturing,

appliance

manufacturing

gas storage

manufacturing,·

tus manufacturing,

electric

electric

electric

insulation

manufacturing,

facturing,

electric

facturing,

automatic

c.ontroller

manufacturing,

appara-

and magnetic
insulation

n,1nn-

wire and cable manuapparatus

and remote

electric

equip-

ment for tractor.
chemical

technology

Inorganic

matter

technological

stabilized

nitrogen

treatment,

technological

catalyst

manufacturing,

organic

material

technological

treatment,

latex technology,
gas technology,
technology,

petroleum
concrete

artificial

treatment,
plastic

and natural

technology,

glass

liquid fuel technology,

organic dye and media technology,
chemistry,.

natural

electroplatin{!;,

analytical

silicates

tech--

nology.
food and seasoner

craft

flour manufacturing
storage

and rice hulling,

and food store administration,

grains
sugar
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food and seasoner

craft

(Continuerl)

manufacturing,

alcohol manufacturing,

wine manufacturing,
technology,

wine brewing,

tobacco technology,

oil technology,

cans

vegetable

oil and grease processing.

paper making

paper pulp and paper manufacturing.

light industry

textile technology (specialization

of cotton

spinning and wool and linen spinning,
weaving (specialization
printing and dyeing,

of silk weaving),
silk cocoon reeling,

thetic fabric technology,
porcelain
geodesy,

cartography

and hydrology

knitting,

surveying,

photographic

pottery and

industrial

engineering

hold sanitary

earth surveying,

surveying,

surveying,

a rchi tectura 1

surveying,

cartography,

and civil architecture,
facilities

supply and drainage,

installation,

hydrology.
housewater

city road and bridge

hydraulic

power engineering

construction,

hydraulic

power engineering

exploration,

air

archi-

construction,

tunnel and subway construction,

highway and bridge construction,
structure

syn-

manufacturing.

topographic

tectural

machine

manufacturing

steel

and equipping,
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reinforced

concrete

manufacturing

and

equipping, pavement and administration

of

city roads and plant roads,

rural water

power station construction,

mechanization

of water conservancy

construction,

mater-

ials examination.

transportation

transportation

routes study, motive power

for railroad transportation,
of loading and unloading,
study, internal-combustion

mechanization
electric

vehicle

engine study,

vehicle study, motor vehicle study, centralized signal system and closed device, land
transportation

service,

sea boat steering,

marine route protection,

technical management
mobiles,

post and telegraph

river boat steering,

and repair of auto-

inland water transportation.

long-distance

telephone communication,

telephone communication,
circuits,

city

telecommuncation

telegraph communications,

wireless

communication,

high frequency telecommuni-

cations railroad

telecommunications,

communication,

county telecommunications

and wire broadcast.

post
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agriculture

and meteor-

ology

agricultural

field and water conservancy,

agricultural

crop study, fruit and vegetable

cultivation,

plant protection,

ing, sericulture,
machinery

poultry breed-

veterinarian,

agricultural

study, tea cultivation,

rangement,

fish catching,

marine products
agricultural

fish breeding,

processing,

meteorology,

land ar-

meteorology
high-altitude

meteorology.

forestry

forestation,

forest administration,

zation of timber processing;,
of timber felling,
ber,

finance and economy

mechanization

land transportation

water transportation

for basic construction,

rency and fiduciary

enterprise
accounting,
planning,

and loans

national insurance,

trade accounting check, na-

tional bank accounting

trial enterprise

of tim-

of timber.

national budget, appropriations

trade planning,

mechani-

check, monetary

loan, calculating,

calculating

planning,
machines
agricultural

railroad

check,

curindus-

industrial

transportation

manufacturing
calculating,

industry
agricultural

) ,1(i

enterprise

accounting

administration,

materials

supply, industrial
transportation

and technique

calculating,

planning,

ning, materials
electric

chc~k, huRiness

architecture

and technique

power industry,

omic accounting,

plan-

supply for

financial and

commodities

and supply of materials
and telegraph

railroad

study,

C'Con-

sale

and technique,

post

economic plan, petroleum

and technique,

geological

exploration

supply

econ-

omy.

health maintenance

medical practice,
accouchement,

hygienic medical practice,
pharmacology,

atory study, dentistry,

clinical labor-

radiography,

pediatric

nursing.

athletics

athletics

arts

music,

law

law (special class). 1
1

for secondary

dancing,

schools.

printing,

drama.

The courses mentioned above were listed in the advertisement
enrollment of students in the secondary specialized schools in 1956.

for the
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services

cooking (including Chinese and western
food), laundry,. barber·ng

and photnc-raphy

(providing two to three years'
junior school graduates.)

after

2specialized
1958.

school on services

is one of specialized

training

for

2

schools established

(Source: Lang, Ting-chih, (ed. and trans.) The Department
tional Administration,
Utah State University,
Logan, Utah, 1972.)

of Educa-
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Appendix C
A Comparison

of the Education

China and in Taiwan

on Mainland

Mainland China

Taiwan

1. Marx-Leninism

1. The Three Principles

(dialectical materialism)
2. New Democracy
(Nationalistic,
Scientific
and Popular)

of the people
(Principle of Nationalism
Principle of Democracy
Principle of Livelihood)
2. Confucianism

Educational
goals

1. The education of the masses
2. Strengthening the education
of the cadres of worker and
peasant origin and the education of liberation army
3. The national economic
construction integrated with
education.

1. Promoting advanced study
2. Stressing national morality,
Traditional culture,
Scientific knowledge
3. The ability to work and
contribure to the community
4. The education for all the
people

Aims of
education

1. Training

large numbers of
revolutionary youth for the
country
2. Understanding Communist
politics and economy
3. Enabling students to acquire
comparatively
complete
knowledge not one-sided
knowledge.

1. Stepping up in-service

training of teaching
staff
2. Coordinating education
with economic and social
need
3. Stressing national defense
requirement

The school
system

1. See additional

1. See additional

Pre-school

1. Nurseries

Features
Philosophy
education

of

table

& kindergartens
flourished on a big scale
2. Usually free to all
3. Government aid and public
fund
4. No literacy is taught in the
kindergartens,
language
ability in speech is much
mo re developed

table

many
1. Few nurseries,
kindergartens
2. Tuition
3. Local government aid

4. Reading and writing are
taught in the kindergartens
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Feature

Mainland China

Taiwan

Primary
school

1. Starting age: 7
2. Curriculum is simple,
very few subjects
3. A period is 45 minutes
4. The five-point grading
system
5. A great number of school
children participating
in
labor in society

1. Starting age: 6
2. Curriculum is complex
3. A period is usually 50
minutes
4. The precent marking
All children
system.
clean their own school,
scout training has been
carried out in all junior
high schools

1. The vocational and technical secondary schools are
beginning to catch up with
the general middle school
in number
2. Middle schools usually
charge some fee
in rural con3. Participation
st ruction, both students and
teachers

1. The general middle schools
are many; the vocational
and technical schools are
few
2. Junior high schools are
free, senior high schools
charge some fee

Higher
education

1. Colleges & universities
are few (about 180 in 1965)
2. Mono-technic concept (The
main emphasis of higher
education is specialization)
3. No private college and university
4. Student admission:
(a) the entrance exam
(b) social status
(c) political status
(d) the preference of the
applicant
(e) age

1. College & universities
are popular (65 in 196566)
2. Poly-technic concept
(The niain emphasis of
higher education is generalization)
few;
3. Private universities
junior colleges many
4. Student admission:
(a) number to be admitted
(b) diploma of the middle
school or equality
(c) entrance examination

The special
school type

1. Spare-time education
(for workers and staff
members)

1. Evening
general
middle
sities,

Secondary
education

schools (for
students, from
school to univer;__
mostly, in the cities)
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Mainland China

Taiwan

2. Half-cultivation halfstudy schools (in the
rural areas, mostly,
on the primary school
level)
3. Half-work half-study
university (for general
students)

2. Complementary schools
(the most are on the
middle school and private)

1. Education is not compulsory

1. From age 6 to 15
2. Nine-year compulsory
education from elementary school to junior
high school

Teacher

1. Elementary schools and
kindergartens:
from normal school
2. Secondary school: from
higher normal college or
university,
or normal professional school
3. Better paid: especially
higher education teacher

1. Elementary school and
kindergarten:
from normal school or senior high
school
2. Secondary school: from
normal college or universiry, general college or
university
3. Not highly paid

System of
control

1. Highly centralized
2. Party units exist at each
governmental level, close
control of education policy
3. See additional table

1. A provincial function with
county control from primary school to junior high
school
A
provincial control: sen2.
ior high school
3. highly centralized from junior college to university

Support

1. Primary school, middle
school, college and university
(a) tuition
(b) government aid

1. Elementary

Feature

Compulsory
education

school,

junior

high school
(a) local taxes plus county
aid and provincial aid
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Feature

Education and
politics

(Source:

Mainland China

Taiwan

2. Spare-time school
(a) self-support through
production
(b) factories and enterprises aid
(c) public fund
Half-cultivation
half3.
study school
(a) self-support through
production
(b~ Commune aid
(c) Government aid

2. Senior high school
(a) tuition
(b) provincial a id
College,
university
3.
(a) tuition
(b) provincial aid
(c) central government

1. Education

must serve the
ends of the prole-

political
tariat
2. Professional knowledge
must be combination with
politics

1. The combination

aid

educa-

tion with politics

Lang, Ting-chich, "A Comparison of the Education on Mainland China
and in Taiwan," unpublished paper prepared for the Department of Educational Administration,
Utah State University,
Logan, Utah, 1970)
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Appendix D
Chinese

Communist

Government

Control of Education

in 1960

State Council
Physical Culture
and Sports
Commission

Ministry of
Education

Ministry of
Public Health
Provincial

People's

Council*
Department
Education

Department of
Public Health

Physical Education
Commission

Ministry of
Culture

Department
Culture

of

of

I

County People's

Municipal

Council
t

I

Cultural and
Educ. Bureau

Public Health
Bureau
People's

I

Physical
Education
Committee

Dist.

Piople's

I

Public
Health
Section

*Also special municipality people's councils.
Source: Chang-tu H, China: Its People, Its Society,
1960), p. 421.

6.

Council

Chinese Communist

government

Council
I

Cultural and
Educational Section

Its Culture

control of education

Cultural
Bureau

Educational
Bureau

Public
Health
Bureau

Commune

Section on
Cultural and
Educational
Work

Figure

People's

I

(New Haven,

in 1960

Conn:HRAF

Press,
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Appendix E
System of Normal

Schools in Communist

China (1958)

150

School
years
16
15
14

Higher
Normal
College
or
University

Higher
Normal
Professional
School

13

Spare-time
higher normal
school or
college

I

,____ _

12
11

Senior
middle
school

Normal

school

_____

Spare-time
school for
__. teachers

10
9
8

Junior

Junior normal

middle school

7
6

Higher elementary

school

Spare-time
school for
teachers,
junior level

school

5
4

Primary

3

school

2

1

Source:

Figure

Chen, Theodore Hsi-en, "Teaching Training in Communist China,"
OC-14058 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1960),
p. 12.
7.

System of normal

schools

in Communist

China (1958)
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Appendix F
Chinese

Communist

Middle School Education

(1948-1963)

158

A.

The Chinese Communist
1.

Ordinary

Micklle School Education

(1949-1963)

Middle School Education
The ordinary

middle school education

the whole-day,

amateur

study ordinary

middle schools.

was given to

and the half-work

and half-

School System

whole-day

The reform

middle school system

ot tht

was under experi-

ment.

Courses

offered in the whole-day

languages,

Cu rriculums

mathematics,

graphy,

human anatomy,

physical

training,

before

1963.

half-work

the leadership
Leadership

each level.

agricultural

science,

geo-

music and arts.

changes of courses,

however,

in the amateur

and

middle schools.

middle school education
of each province,

tral' s regulation.
cation actually

history,

The major courses

half-study

The ordinary

chemistry,

labor work,

There were constant

school included

However,

was put under

according

to Cen-

the middle school edu-

was manipulated

by CCP cadres

at

159
1st stage (1949-51):

Maintaining
schooL

the original

public

as well as private

schools
2nd stage (1952-55):

Developing

in a big way the

school construction
porate
Development

3rd stage (1956-57):

private

Establishing
dle schools

schools
more junior mid-

in the rural area

4th stage (1958-60):

Great leap forward

5th stage (1960-

Incorporating

):

schools,

all the private

consolidate

organizations

Specialized
a.

school

and raising

the educational
2.

and incor-

higher

standard

Middle School Education

Specialized

Middle School
The specialized

School System

whole-day,

middle school education

amateur

and half-work

was to the

half-study

spec-

ialized schools.

The special
Classification
of
Specialization

practical

courses

need.

were established

according

Each class of the specialized

schools offered one or several

special

courses.

to
middle

160
There were ordinary
experimental

courses,

and practical

special courses

courses,

and

us, ally, the

Curriculums
percentage

of class hours for ordinary

a mounted to 25 percent

Those established
Central

- 45 percent.

by the Central

leadership;

courses

were put under the

those local schools,

under direct

Leadership
leadership

of the province

or administrative

were also guided and supervised

In 1956 the number of schools
those in 1949.
Development

work half-study
1958-59.

by the Central.

remained

the same as

A large number of amateur
special

council

and half-

schools were established

After a reorganization

in

of these schools be-

ginning in 1960, only a few specialized

middle schools

were left.
b.

Normal Middle Schools
The normal
normal

System

middle school education was given to

schools,

garten normal
half-work

junior normal
schools.

half-study

Since 1958 some amateur

normal

in addition to the original

schools and kinderand

schools were established

whole-day

normal-schools.

161

This kind of education was undertaken

on a short-

term basis.

Curriculums

Before 1957, the curricula

were arranged

to the educational

regulated

of Education.

program

according

by the Ministry

After 1957, each province and munic1-

pality took care of the arrangement

of curricula.

Normal middle schools were put under the leadership of the department
Leadership

or municipality.

of education of each province

However,

daily administrative

work was under the supervision
council or provincial

of the administrative

city.

The project of promoting

normal middle school edu-

cation was to have each administrative

council es-

tablish one normal middle school and develop shortterm training
half-work

classes.

half-study

Most of the amateur
schools established

and

after 1958

were discontinued.

Source:

Lang, Ting-chih, "The Chinese Communist Middle School Education,"
unpublished paper prepared for the Department of Educational Administration, Utah State University,
Fall Quarter,
1972.
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Appendix G
"Revised

Draft" of the Middle School Teaching

Program

Table 3.

The "Revised Draft" of the Middle School Teaching Program
(issued by the Ministry of Education of People's Republic of China in July 1953)
Hours of
instruction

Junior

2nd year

1st year

- - 0
0

Courses

..c
C)

U)

U)

(l)

.5

0
E:--<

M
0 'O
r:: 'O

;:::l
'":i

0
0

..c
C)

;:;g

(l)

M
0 'O
'O
r::
(l)

r:/)

::s

M

M

-

(l)
....,

00
Cl)

00
..,.

E~

(l)

(l)

:s:

U)

...., 00
00
,-!

,-!
-

(l)
....,

00
(l)

E
(l)

00

..::s::
(l)
(l)

:s:

r:/)

'O 00

r:: ,-!

N

middle school

-

M

-

(l)

....,
00 00
(l)..:.:

8

(l)
(l)

(l)

:s:

r:/)

....,00
00

,-!

,-!

3rd year

M

M

(l)
....,

00

00

(l)

..:.:

(l)

-

(l)
(l)

:s:

E
(l)

(l)

(l)

E
(l)

'O

:s:
....,

(N

,-!

U)

r:: 00
,-!

U)

00

00

00

..:.:
(l)
00
,-!

r:/)

'O

M

M

(l)
....,

00

..:.:
(l)
(l)

-

(l)
....,

00

00

(l)

E
(l)

..:.:
(l)
(l)

:s: U)...., :s:
t00

r:: ,-!

N

00

,-!

,-!

(l)

E
(l)

00
(l)

~

r:/)

00
(l)

8
Q)
r:/)

oo
(l)

(l)
Q.)

8~ Cl)
(l)

~

'O 00

....,00

N

,-;

r:: ,-!

00

,-!

r:/)

(l)
....,

Q)
....,

00

.::.:

M

M

(l)
....,

(l)
....,

..:.:
(l)

3rd year

M

M

(l)
....,

00

middle school
2nd year

1st year

M

(l)
....,

00

E
(l)

Senior

- 00

:s:

00
Q.,

E
Cl)

00

(l)

Q.)
Cl)

E
(l)

2;

r:/)

U)

'O

....,OC,

N

,-!

,-!
r:: 00

00

00

..:.:

,-!

00

.::.:
Q)
Cl)

;.!

:s:

'O

r:: .-It-

N

(weekly hours of instruction)
Language
Arithmetic
:a
Algebra
as
Geometry
Cl)
:5
Trigonometry
as
~ Physics
Chemistry
Botany
Zoology
>,
bl) Human Anat.
0
Elementary
-~
Darwinism
~
Com. Knowl.
of Hygiene
Ancient
>,
World Hist.
M
0
...,
Ancient
00
Chin. Hist.
:i:::
00

C)

s

-

1321
252
463
356
142
480
336
126
124
72
72

714
252
213
142

36

26

162

162

159

159

160
87
126
124

607

7
7

7
7

214
142
320
249
2

2

7

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

3

3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

2

2

2

3

2

2
2

2
3

3
2

3
2

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
4
3

2
2
2
4
3

3

2

2
2

2
2

2

3

72
72

3

1

1

3

3
3

3

3

......
O')

c..:,

Table 3.

(Continued)

Modern World
History
Modern Chin.
0..
History
~
$.,
bll Nat. Geog.
0
cu World Geog.
o Chin. Geog.
Chin. Econ.
Geography
World Econ.
Geography
Chin. Revolu.
Social Science
Gen. Prog.
For. Lang.
Physical Tr.

162

162

3

3

3

E

159
108
90
88

Music

Painting
Drawing
Total Hours

Note:

Source:

108
90
88

3
3

72
142
144
70
749
428
107
107
107

72

321
214
107
107

2

2

2

3
2
1
1

3
2
1
1

3
2
1
1

3
2
1
1

3
2
1
1

107
3352

language,

3354

the schools

Lang, Ting-chih, (ed. and trans.),
Logan, Utah, 1972.

30

30

32

32

may teach either

Department

English

32

32

or Russian,

of Educational

2
2

2

2

2

2

2
3
2
1
1

2
4
2

2
2

142
144
70
428
214

3

3
3

72

3

3
2

72

6766

For foreign
conditions.

159

2

4
2

4
2

4
2

4
2

2
4
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

32

32

32

32

30

30

depending

Administration,

upon their

concrete

Utah State University,
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Appendix H
Teaching Program

for Worker-Peasant

Intensive Middle Schools

Table 4.

Teaching

program

intensive

middle schools

First
Second
Third
school year
school year
school year
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
Semester
(Instruction hours per week)

Courses

rJJ

for worker-peasant

Chinese

12
8

0
....
Arithmetic
...

ro

E Algebra
Geometry
-E
ro

12

8

8

8

3
3

3
3

2

2

Q)

Trigonometry
~
Botany
Zoology
Physiology
Q)

2

7

7

3
3

3
3

2
2

Total
Instruction
hours
1,080
160
280
800
240
120
80
80
240
40

0
r::::

Elementary
....
0
Q)

Darwinism

Chinese Geography
World Geography
I
~ Chinese History
s...
~ World History
00
Politics
::i::
Drawing
Physical Training
Music

c

.s

2

Chemistry
Physics

00

E

c3

6

8
2

2
3

240
320

8

2

120
40
180
60

2
3

40

6

3
3

2
2
1
1

2
2
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

29

29

29

29

29

29

160
240
80
80
120
120

--------------------------------- --------- ------------------ -------------------~-----------Totals

3,480
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Remarks:

1.

Instruction

per school year lasts

for forty weeks.

2.

Ratio between the hours of instruction and self-study are: Chinese, 2 to 1;
mathematics,
1 to 2. 5; chemistry and physics, 1 to 1; history, geography,
natural science and politics, 2 to 1.

3.

For courses such as physics,
are included in the instruction

chemistry
time.

4.

Algebra includes intermediate
plane and solid geometry.

and advanced algebra.

5.

Twenty minutes of physical
ing inter-classes
periods.

6.

Distribution

exercise

and mathematics,

laboratory

Geometry

hours

includes

is conducted in the mornings

or dur-

of hours for Chinese:

The twelve hours each week in the first school year are distributed as follows: instruction,
8 hours; composition, 2 hours; and critique of composition, 2 hours.
The eight hours each week in the second school year are distributed as follows: instruction,
5 hours; composition, 2 hours; and critique of composition, 1 hour.
The seven hours each week in the third school year are distributed as follows: instruction,
4 hours; composition, 2 hours; and critique of composition, 1 hour.
7.

Instruction hours may be increased or reduced according to practical needs
of each school. However, changes of instruction hours are first to be submitted to the Ministry of Education for approval.
Source:

"People's

Education,"

Monthly, April 1951, Peking.

Lang, Ting-chich (ed. and trans.)
Department of Educational
tion, Utah State University,
Logan, Utah, 1972.

Administra-

Appendix I
Curricula

Change of the Whole-Day

Ordinary

Middle Schools

Table 5.

Curricula

change of the whole-day

Mathematics
Courses
offered for
junior and
senior middle
school in 1952

(J)

C)

(J)

C/J
(J)

i::

:a
u

.... i::s0
>,
I-<

ro
s
.0
..c::
s
....
(J)

$,,t

(J)

-~

b.O

< <

(J)

0

Cl,

0

0

-~
...

r'

Curricula
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
1953
6.

7.
8.
1954
1.

1955

3.

>,

C/J

I-<
....
C/J

·-C/J ·-s
C)

>,

(J)

..c:: ..c::
P;

u

>,

>,
b.O
0
0
0

ro .....
....,
C

0
p::i

N

>,
b.O
0
0

C/J

>,

..c::
P;

cs

~

i::
(J)

E

(J)

~

C/J

·-

C

e
(1j

Cl

changes during the period

. .

>,

..c::
0.
ro
I-<
b.O
0
(J)

0

...

(J)

C)
......i::
>
(J)
;::: (J)
0:: 0 ·C)

>,
...

.8
00

(J)

C/J
(J)

i::

:a
::r: u

i::
.!G
C)

r:J)

;:;j ...:

b.O
0
I-<

P;

.::!

C/J C)

ro

p::i

0

r:J)

i::
(J)

0

u- <

i:: ......

o ro

>, -~

-C)

....

0

0

·-

P; P;

b.O
i::

b.O

i::
...

ro r'
ro
C)

~

-

So
·- ·-C/J

...
0
(J)

~

>,

..c::
P;

b.O
i::

C)

C/J
;:;j

;:::

.....
ro
...
I-<

::E <

Cl

1953 to 1963 are as follows:

The course "Chinese" was changed to "language. "
"Analytical geometry" was no longer considered part of "mathematics."
In the subject of "botany, " "physiology" was changed to ''human anatomy. "
The subject of "common knowledge of hygiene" was added.
The subject of "geography" was classified into "natural geography, " "world geography,"
"Chinese geography, " "Chinese economic geography" and "world economic geography. "
The subject of ''history" was classified into "ancient world history,"
"ancient Chinese
history,"
"modern world history" and "modern Chinese history."
The subject of "policy on current political affairs,"
was discontinued.
The subject of "art" was changed to "painting. "
Foreign

2.

middle schools

Biology

c
....

....

ordinary

languages

were not taught in junior middle schools.

"Chinese Revolution" was changec to "political knowledge."
The "general program'' for the third grade of senior high was changed to the "Constitution.''
The "basic knowledge of social science" was changed to "knowledge of social science."

....

Cl")

c.o

Table 5.

1956

(Continued)

1.
2.

The subject of "language" was classified into "Chinese-Language"
and "literature."
"Hi story" was reclassified
into "Chinese Hi story, " "world hi story" and "current and
modern world history."

1.

Political education for both senior and junior middle schools was called "political
("self-cultivation
of youth" was for first and second graders of senior high, and
"socialist construction" was for third graders.)
"Elementary Darwinism" was discontinued.
"Basic agricultural knowledge" was offered in rural junior middle schools.

1957
2.

3.
1.
2.
1958

3.

4.

1959

1960

"Chinese language" and "literature"
were incorporated into "language."
"Productive labor'' was formally put on the curriculum.
The experiment hours were called off.
Hours for "music," "painting," "physical training," "history and geography,"
"language'were
reduced.
Some schools experimented

class."

and

in the reform of curricula ..

1. "Arithmetic" was taught in primary school.
2. "Analytical geometry" was taught again.
3. Incorporated "natural geography" and "economic geography."

1962

Foreign languages

1963

"Basic agricultural

were once again taught in junior high.
knowledge" was also offered in urban junior middle schools.

.....
-J
0
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Sources

of Information:

1.

For the courses in 1952, see "Provisional Regulations for Middle Schools"
promulgated by the Ministry of Education in March 1952, Peking.

2.

For the courses in 1953, see the "Teaching Program for Middle Schools"
and the "Regulations for Readjustment of Middle School Teaching Program
Practiced from August 1942 to July 1953," People's Education, August, 1953.

3.

For the courses in 1954, see ''Table of Instruction Hours for Each Course
and Grade of Middle Schools in 1954-55," People's Education, August 1954;
and the "Notice Concerning the Establishment
of Certain Courses, the
Change of Instruction Hours and the Arrangement of Political Teaching Materials for Middle Schools," issued by the Ministry of Education in October,
1954, Peking.

4.

For courses in 1955, see the Ministry of Education's "Notice Concerning Instruction Hours for Middle Schools in 1955-56," People's Education, July
1955, Peking.

5.

For courses in 1956, see "Table of Instruction Hours for Middle Schools
in 1956-57," and the attached nine remarks published by the Ministry of
Education.
The information was carried in the Teacher's News, June 5,
1956, Peking.

6.

For courses in 1957, see the Ministry of Education's,
"Notice Concerning
the Establishment
of Political Lessons in the Middle and Normal Schools,"
Teacher's News, June 7, 1957, Peking.

7.

For courses in 1958, see Kiangsu Educational Department's,
"Notice Concerning the Improvement of Middle School Teaching Program for the Second
Semester of the 1957-58 School Year," Middle School Teacher, No. 2, 1958,
Kiangsu Education Press; and the "Table of Classroom Hours for Middle
Schools in 1958-59," promulgated by the Ministry of Education.

8.

For courses
Peking.

in 1963, see the editorial,

People's

Daily, March 27, 1963,

Lang, Ting-chih (ed. and trans.),
Department of Educational
Utah State University,
Logan, Utah, 1972.
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